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Closed world reasoning is a common nonmonotonic technique that allows for dealing with 
negative information in knowledge and data bases. Several forms of closed world reasoning 
have been proposed in the literature, ranging from the closed world assumption, introduced 
in the context of data bases, to the extended closed world assumption, which is equivalent to 
circumscription. The aim of this paper is to present a detailed analysis of the computational 
complexity of the different forms of closed world reasoning for various fragments of proposi- 
tional logic. Such an analysis allows us to draw a complete picture of the boundary between 
tractability and intractability of such a form of nonmonotonic reasoning. We also discuss how 
to use our results in order to characterize the computational complexity of other non- 
monotonic reasoning problems, namely nonmonotonic inheritance, diagnosis, and default 
reasoning. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that negative information is often not explicitly stored in 
knowledge and data bases. In general, it is assumed that all the relevant positive 
information has been specified in the knowledge base, so that any positive fact not 
so specified is assumed false. Consider, for example, an information system includ- 
ing a flight timetable constituted by tuples collecting the relevant data on real 
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flights. Since it is not feasible to store in the timetable very tuple not corresponding 
to a flight, the implicit assumption is that each tuple not occurring in the timetable 
does not correspond to a real flight. Note that when a person uses this assumption 
for inferring that a certain flight does not exist, then lack of information has a role 
in his reasoning. Such reasoning is nonmonotonic, in the sense that new informa- 
tion may invalidate previously derived conclusions. 
The term closed world reasoning (CWR) refers to a collection of nonmonotonic 
reasoning techniques commonly used for formalizing the kind of inference in which 
lack of information is important. This kind of inference is relevant not only in data 
and knowledge base theory, but also in artificial intelligence for the formalization 
of common-sense r asoning and in logic programming for the formalization of the 
negation as failure rule. 
The simplest form of closed world reasoning is the (naive) closed worm assump- 
tion (CWA), introduced by Reiter [30], which states that a negative ground fact of 
the form --7 b is inferred from a knowledge base T just in case the corresponding 
positive fact b cannot be deduded from T. This represents the idea that every 
positive fact that is not known to be true, should be considered false. CWA is there- 
fore adequate to represent he implicit negative information in a relational 
database, like the flight timetable discussed above. A semantic haracterization f 
the CWA can be given in terms of minimal Hebrand models: reasoning with the 
CWA is equivalent to assuming that every ground fact which is not included in the 
intersection ofall the Herbrand models of T is false. Note that the CWA may intro- 
duce inconsistency, in particular when the formula contains disjunctive positive 
information: for example, since neither a nor b are deducible from the formula 
a v b, the CWA allows one to infer both -1 a and --7 b. 
Starting from the above consideration, Minker [26] proposed a new form of 
closed world reasoning, called generalized closed worm assumption (GCWA), which 
states that the negative facts to be inferred from a knowledge base T should be 
those which do not appear in any of the minimal models of T. This principle takes 
into account hat a theory may have more than one minimal model, and every 
such model should be considered in closed world inference. For example, under 
the GCWA neither -1male nor --n female is inferred from the formula 
Fa =male v female, because there exists one minimal model of F 1 in which 
male is true, and one minimal model in which female is true. Note, how- 
ever, that both -7 male and -'7 female are inferred from the formula 
F2 = ( ~ person v male v female) A ('~ person v employed v unemployed), because 
person is false in every minimal model of F2. 
Gelfond and Przymusinska [13] extend the work of Minker, by allowing the 
generalized closed world assumption to be applied to a specified set P of (not 
necessarily all) predicates of the knowledge base. The resulting form of closed world 
reasoning, called careful closed world assumption (CCWA), is shown to be more 
expressive than the GCWA. In particular, contrary to both the CWA and the 
GCWA, it allows the derivation of positive facts which are not inferrable from the 
original knowledge base. 
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The ability to infer new positive facts is a crucial feature of nonmonotonic 
systems. Seminal papers on nonmonotonic logics (see, for example, Reiter's default 
logic [31] and McCarthy's circumpscription [-24,25]) stress the point that a 
system for common sense reasoning based on nonmonotonicity should be able to 
infer that Tweety flies using the knowledge that Tweety is a bird and the default 
rule stating that birds generally fly. Since we need a positive statement to represent 
the fact that Tweety flies, the desired conclusion can be inferred neither under the 
CWA nor under the GCWA, unless it is already known. On the other hand, this 
kind of inference can be modeled using the CCWA (see [13]), as discussed in 
Example 1 of Section 2. 
Yahya and Henschen [40] extend the work of Minker in another direction, by 
allowing non-atomic negated formulae to be inferred. The formalism they define is 
called extended generalized closed worm assumption (EGCWA). Under the EGCWA 
some inferences are possible which are possible neither under the GCWA nor under 
the CCWA. For example, we can infer -nmale v--n female from the formula 
male v female, thus changing the disjunction from inclusive to exclusive. 
Gelfond, Przymusinska, nd Przymusinski [14] define the most sophisticated 
formalization of CWR, called extended closed worm assumption (ECWA), that 
incorporates the nice features of both CCWA and EGCWA. Extended closed world 
assumption is also quite satisfactory from the semantical point of view, since it is 
proven to be equivalent (at least for propositional theories) to circumscription, a 
very general form of nonmonotonic reasoning (see [23-25]). 
The evolution of the formalizations of CWR is reported in Fig. 1. An edge from 
a formalism to another denotes an improvement, which is summarized by the label 
on the edge. 
Although the importance of the above forms of CWR has often been stressed 
both from a theoretical and a practical point of view, a complete analysis of the 
computational complexity of CWR is missing. Note that, on the contrary, such an 
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FIG. 1. The evolution of formalisms for CWR. 
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analysis has been carried on for other forms of nonmonotonic reasoning, such as 
default reasoning (see [-18, 36]), abduction (see [3]), and path-based inheritance 
(see [35]). 
The aim of our work is to study the computational complexity of closed world 
reasoning. In particular, we are interested in exploring the trade-off between the 
tractability of the inference problem in closed world reasoning and the expressive 
power of the language used to represent knowledge, according to the ideas reported 
in [2]. 
To this purpose, we concentrate our attention on propositional logic, which 
provides a representation language which is decidable, and in some cases tractable. 
Our ultimate goal is to understand to what extent CWR is more difficult than 
monotonic inference, i.e., the problem of checking if ~ is logically entailed by 
r, where c~ and fi are propositional formulae. For this reason, we are particu- 
larly interested in those classes of propositional formulae for which monotonic 
inference is polynomial. The results reported in [-9, 11, 33] show that this holds 
for the following three classes of formulae: Horn (conjunctions of clauses, 
where each clause contains at most one positive literal), dual-Horn (each clause 
contains at most one negative literal), Krom (each clause contains at most two 
literals). 
The main result of this paper is a detailed analysis of the computational com- 
plexity of all the forms of closed world reasoning in the above-mentioned tractable 
fragments of propositional logic. The complexity analysis is carried out along three 
directions, one concerning the form of CWR, one concerning the syntactic form of 
the formulae we want to reason upon, and one concerning the kind of formula 
to be inferred. Our results demonstrate that CWR is in general more complex 
than monotonic inference. However, we also show that there are tractable 
cases, even with the most powerful CWR rule. In fact, we present polynomial 
time algorithms for the ECWA and circumscription, which represent, to the best 
of our knowledge, the first tractability results for such forms of nonmonotonic 
reasoning. 
In the analysis, we shall refer to the results on the computational complexity of 
CWR that have appeared up to now in the literature, namely [1, 10, 34]. Other 
complexity results about query answering in closed world data bases are reported 
in [20, 27, 38, 39]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide some definitions and 
results which will be used in the subsequent sections. In Section 3 we discuss upper 
bounds and existing algorithms for CWR and circumscription. In Sections 4, 5, and 
6 we present the complexity analysis, which is then summarized in Section 7. 
Finally, in Section 8 we draw conclusions, and discuss possible applications of our 
results to some reasoning problem typical of artificial intelligence, namely non- 
monotonic inheritance, diagnosis, and default reasoning. 
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2. PRZLI~N~mS 
We always refer to propositional formulae in conjunctive normal form, called 
CNF formulae or simply formulae. Let F be a finite set of propositional letters, 
called an alphabet. A CNF formula over F is a conjunction of clauses, where a 
clause is a disjunction of literals and a literal is either a propositional letter in F 
(positive literal) or its negation (negative literal). We often view a formula as the 
set of its clauses and a clause as the set of its literals. A positive (resp. negative) 
clause contains only positive (resp. negative) literals. A model of a formula T is a 
truth assignment M to the letters of F (also called interpretation) that satisfies T. 
If a formula F is satisfied by an interpretation M we write M ~ F. A formula is 
satisfiable if an interpretation satisfying it exists. We say that the formula T logi- 
cally implies the formula F (written T ~ F) if every model of T is also a model of 
F. A clause 7 is said to be minimally derivable from T if T ~ 7, and no clause 7' 
exists such that the set of literals of 7' is a proper subset of those of 7 and T ~ 7'. 
When we write T ~ F we always assume that F is a formula over the alphabet F
of T. 
A closed worm reasoning rule (CWR-rule) is a rule specifying a set of formulae to 
be conjoined to a formula T in order to obtain the closure of T according to a 
specified closed world reasoning criterion. Intuitively, such formulae are the nega- 
tion of those formulae that are assumed to be false in lack of deducibility. 
Some CWR-rute requires the alphabet F of the formula to be partitioned into 
three sets, denoted P, Q, z,  respectively. Intuitively, P contains the letters whose 
truth value we want to assume to be false, Z contains the letters whose truth value 
can vary when trying to falsify the letters in P, and Q contains all the letters whose 
truth value cannot vary. Letters in P are called minimized, those in Z varying, those 
in Q fixed. The role of the partition P, Q, Z will be made clear in the examples to 
follow. A formula T, together with a partition P, Q, z of its letters will be denoted 
by (T ;  P; Q; Z) .  Moreover, given a set of letters R, we denote by R ÷ (resp. R - )  
the set of all positive (resp. negative) literals from R. 
All the forms of CWR that we consider in this paper can be abstractly charac- 
terized as follows. 
DEFINITION 1. Let T be a propositional formula over F, and let (P ;  Q; Z )  be 
a partition of F. We define the closure of (T ;P ;  Q;Z)  with respect to the 
CWR-rule e as 
c~(r; P; Q; Z) = Tu  {--nKIKis free for negation in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  w.r.t. ~}, 
where K is a formula over F whose form depends on ~. 
As a notational convenience, we say that the formula K is e-fin to mean that it 
is free for negation in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  with respect o the CWR-rule c~. 
In order to precisely characterize the different forms of CWR, we now consider 
every CWR-rule e, specifying what it means for a formula to be free for negation 
with respect o c~. 
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• The CWA-rule corresponds to the (naive) closed world assumption [30]. 
K is CWA-ffn if K is a positive literal and T ~¢ K. 
• The GCWA-rule corresponds to the generalized closed world assumption 
[26]. K is GCWA-ffn if K is a positive literal and, for each positive clause B such 
that T ~¢ B, it holds that T ~¢ B v K. 
• The EGCWA-rule corresponds to the extended generalized closed world 
assumption [40]. K is EGCWA-ffn if K is a conjunction of positive literals and, for 
each positive clause B such that T ~¢ B, it holds that T ~¢ B v K. 
• The CCWA-rule corresponds to the careful closed world assumption [13]. 
The letters of T are partitioned into {P; Q; z ) .  K is CCWA-ffn if K is a positive 
literal from P and, for each positive clause B whose literals belong to 
P+wQ+uQ-  such that T~¢ B, it holds that T~¢ BvK.  
• The ECWA-rule corresponds to the extended closed world assumption 
[14]. The letters of T are partitioned into {P; Q; z ) .  K is ECWA-ffn if K is an 
arbitrary formula not involving literals from Z and, for each positive clause B 
whose literals belong to P+ u Q+ w Q-  such that T ~¢ B, it holds that T ga B v K. 
Note that in the CWA-, GCWA-, EGCWA-rules, there is no need to partition the 
letters into {P; Q; Z) ,  and therefore we can simplify the notation and write 
CWA(T), GCWA(T), and EGCWA(T), respectively. 
We observe that the negation --ix of each letter x of the alphabet F which does 
not occur in T is inferred under the CWA-, GCWA-, and EGCWA-rules. As far as 
the other rules are concerned, we assume that each such letter x belongs to P, so 
that --7 x is inferred under the CCWA- and ECWA-rules as well. 
We now consider two examples of applications of the CWR-rules to proposi- 
tional formulae. The examples are taken from the AI literature on common-sense 
reasoning. 
EXAMPLE 1. This is the well-known Tweety example (see [24, 25, 23, 13, 14]). 
We know that birds generally fly, even if there might be exceptions. One wants to 
infer that Tweety the bird flies, on the grounds that there is no reason to believe 
that he is an exception to the general rule. The following sentences represent in 
first-order syntax the general rule and the fact that Tweety is a bird 
Vx. (bird(x)/x ~ abnormal(x)) -+ flies(x) (1) 
bird(Tweety). (2) 
Since 
(Vx. (bird(x)/x ~abnormal (x) )~ flies(x))/x bird(Tweety) ~ flies(Tweety) 
plain first-order logic does not fulfill our goal. To this end, we analyze the behavior 
of the CWR rules when applied to the above formula. Since we are interested in 
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propositional languages, we consider the propositional version of formulae (1) and 
(2), namely, 
(~ birdTweety v abnormalTweety v fliesTweety) (3) 
(birdTweety), (4) 
where birdTweety, abnormalTweety, and fliesTweety are propositional letters that 
we abbreviate with b, a, and f, respectively. Let T be the conjunction of clauses (3) 
and (4) and P= {a}, Q = {b}, and Z= {/} be a partition of the alphabet of T. The 
intuitive meaning of the partition is that in the case of CCWA and ECWA we 
want to minimize abnormalities (letter a), while keeping fixed birds (letter b) and 
allowing flying things to very (letter f). 
The free for negation formulae for each CWR rule are listed below: 
CWA: {a,f} 
GCWA: { } 
EGCWA: {(a/x f)} 
CCWA: {a} 
ECWA : { a }. 
Note that, by definition, every formula obtained by conjoining one letter to an 
EGCWA-ffn (resp. ECWA-ffn) formula is also an EGCWA-ffn (resp. ECWA-ffn) 
formula. For example, also a/x b is an ECWA-ffn formula. However, since such 
formulae do not add any significant information, we did not include them in the 
above list. 
The different closures of T are 
CWA(T)= TA -qa/x 7 f  
GCWA(T) = T 
EGCWA(T) -- T/~ --7 (a A f )  
CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) = TA -Ta 
ECWA(T; P; Q; z)  = T A ~a. 
Note that CWA(T) is unsatisfiable. The following are examples of formulae inferred 
by means of the other CWR-rules. Note thatf is  a new positive fact inferrable under 
both the CCWA and the ECWA. 
GCWA(T) ~ ('Ta v -T f )  
GCWA(T) ~# f
EGCWA(T) ~ f 
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EGCWA(T) ~ (-ha v -T f )  
CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ f 
ECWA(T;P; Q;Z)  ~ f 
Both CCWA and ECWA allow us to infer that Tweety flies, and this is due to the 
fact that we can take advantage ofthe partition of the letters into the three subsets. 
In the following example we see how ECWA allows more sophisticated forms of 
reasoning than CCWA. | 
EXAMPLE 2. This is a variation of the well-known "Nixon-diamond" example 
([37], see also [6]). In this case we have two general rules, saying respectively that 
republicans are normally hawks (5) and that quackers are normally doves (6). 
Moreover hawks are never doves (7) and both hawks and doves are politically 
motivated (8), (9). Nixon is both a republican and a quacker (10). 
Vx. (republican(x)/x -7abnormal1 (x)) 
Vx. (quacker(x)/x -7 abnormal2 (x)) 
Vx. hawk(x) 
Vx. hawk(x) 
Vx-dove(x) 
republican(Nixon) 
--, hawk(x) (5) 
dove(x) (6) 
--+ ~ dove(x) (7) 
politicallyMotivated(x) (8) 
--* politicallyMotivated(x) (9) 
/x quacker(Nixon). (10) 
In this example we do not want to infer that Nixon is definitely a hawk, neither we 
want to infer that he is definitely a dove. Nevertheless, on the grounds that one 
default rule must apply anyway, we may argue that Nixon has to be either a hawk 
or a dove. According to this form of reasoning by cases, Nixon is politically 
motivated anyway. 
As in the previous example, we consider the propositional version of the above 
set of formulae. Let T be the conjunction of the following clauses 
(-Tr v -3al v h) 
(-Tq v ~a2 v d) 
(Th v Td) 
(-7h v p) 
(-~d v p) 
(r) 
(q). 
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The partition of the alphabet is in this case P= {al, a2}, Q= {r,q}, and 
Z= {h, d, p}. The intuitive meaning of the partition is that we want to minimize 
abnormalities (letters al, a2), while keeping fixed quackers and republicans (letters 
r, q) and allowing everything else to vary (letters h, d, p). We analyze the behavior 
of the CWR rules when applied to T. 
The free for negation formulae for each CWR rule are listed below. Like in the 
previous example, we included only relevant EGCWA-ffn and ECWA-ffn formulae: 
CWA: {al, a2, h, at, p} 
GCWA: { } 
EGCWA: {(al/~ p), (a2/x d), (dA h), (a 1 ^  a2 ^  p)} 
CCWA: { } 
ECWA: {(a 1 /~ a2)}. 
The different closures of T are listed below: 
CWA(T)= T A -7al/x -qa2 /x -7h /x --7d A -rip 
GCWA(T) = T 
EGCWA(T) = T ^ 7 (al  A p )  A -7 (a2 ^ d) ^ -7 (d A h) A --1 (a l  ^ a2 ^ p)  
CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) = T 
ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) = TA 7(a  I A a2). 
Note that CWA(T) is unsatisfiable. The following are examples of formulae inferred 
by means of the other CWR-rules. Note that (h v d) and p are new positive facts 
inferrable under the ECWA: 
GCWA(T) ~ (h v d) 
GCWA(T) ~ p 
EGCWA(T) ~ (h v d) 
EGCWA(T) ~ p 
CCWA(T;P; Q;Z)  ~ (h v d) 
CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~¢ p 
ECWA(T; P; Q;Z)  ~ p A (h v d). 
Only the ECWA formalism allows us to perform reasoning by cases like we 
sketched above. ECWA lets us infer that Nixon is either a hawk or a dove and that 
he is definitely politically motivated. This is due to the fact that we can take 
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advantage both of the partition of the letters into the three subsets, and the non- 
atomicity of free for negation formulae. 
We note that the results obtained do not depend on the letters r, q being in Q: 
the same results hold if Q = ~ and {r, q} c P or {r, q} c Z. On the other hand, it 
is necessary that h, d, and p belong to Z. Similar considerations hold for the 
previous example. | 
We now turn to the semantical characterization f CWR-rules, which is based on 
the notion of minimal model introduced by Lifschitz in [23 I. 
DEFINITION 2. Let M, N be two models of T. We write M ~< N if the set of 
letters of T which are assigned true by M is a subset of the analogous et for N. 
Moreover, if (P ;  Q; Z )  is a partition of the letters of T, we write M<~te;z)N if M 
and N assign the same truth value to the letters in Q, and the set of letters of P 
which are assigned true by M is a subset of the analogous et for N. 
We write M 4; N if it is not the case that M ~< N. Moreover, we write M < N if 
M~< N and N 4; M. The relations ~< and ~<(e;z) are reflexive and transitive in the 
class of models of a formula, hence we can talk about minimality with respect o 
them. 
DEFINITION 3. Let M be a model of T. We say that M is minimal for T if there 
exists no model N of T such that N ~ M and M 4; N. Analogously, we say that M 
is (P; Z)-minimal for T if there exists no model N of T such that N<~(e;z) M and 
M 4;(~;z) N. 
Note that (P; Z)-minimality reduces to minimality when Q = Z= ~.  
EXAMPLE 1 (Continued). The minimal models of T are as follows (we write 
M~ al A -.. /x an to mean that the set of letters satified by M is exactly 
{a 1 .... .  a,}), 
MIVbAa 
M2~b^f  
Note that m 2 is also a (P; Z)-minimal model. I 
EXAMPLE 2 (Continued). The minimal models of T are 
M1 ~ r^ qAa I Aa 2 
M2~ r Aq Aal AdA p 
M3~ r Aq AazAhA p. 
Note that M2 and Ms are also (P; Z)-minimal models. ] 
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In the sequel, we will eventually refer to the following decision problems. 
DEFINITION 4. MINIMALITY is the decision problem of determining if a model 
M of T is minimal for T. (P; Z)-MINIMALITY is the decision problem of 
determining if a model M of T is (P; Z)-minimal for T, where the letters of T are 
partitioned into (P;  Q; Z) .  
By exploiting the concept of minimality and (P; Z)-minimality, it is possible to 
semantically characterize the notion of freeness for negation as follows. 
• K is CWA-ffn in Tiff it is a positive literal and there exists a model M of 
T such that M ~¢ K (obvious consequence of definition). 
• K is GCWA-ffn in Tiff it is a positive literal and for each minimal model 
M of T, M ~4 K (see 1-26, Theorem 2]). 
• K is EGCWA-ffn in Tiff it is a conjunction of positive literals and for each 
minimal model M of T, M ~¢ K (see [40, Theorem 14]). 
• K is CCWA-ffn in (T; P; Q; z )  iff it is a positive literal from P and for 
each (P; Z)-minimal model M of T, M ~ K (see 1-13, Theorem 3.6]). 
• K is ECWA-ffn in (T; P; Q; Z )  iff it is a formula not involving literals 
from Z and for each (P;Z)-minimal model M of T, M~¢ K (see [14, 
Theorem 4.5 ]). 
From the above properties, one can easily show that for any formula F: 
1. EGCWA(T) ~ F iff for each minimal model M of T, M ~ F (see [40, 
Theorem 14] ). 
2. ECWA(T ;P ;Q;Z)~F iff for each (P;Z)-minimal model M of T, 
M ~ F (see [14, Corollary 4.7]). 
Moreover, it is shown in [14] that for any formula F, ECWA(T; P; Q; z )  ~ F 
iff CIRC(T; P; Q; z )  ~ F, where CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) denotes the circumscription of 
P in T with variables Z [23, 24, 25]. Informally, the circumscription of P in a 
propositional formula T is a formula characterizing those models of T, where the 
set of true letters belonging to P is minimized. More precisely, CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) 
is the quantified boolean formula, 
<T;P;Q;Z> A 1,VP',Z'((T;P'; Q ;Z ' )  A (P '~ P ) )~(P~ P')], 
where P '= {p~ ..... p~,}, Z '= {zl, ..., z '} are disjoint sets of letters, (T; P'; Q; z ' )  
denotes the formula obtained from (T; P; Q; z )  be replacing the letters Pi, zj. with 
p;, zj, for l <<.i<.n, l <~j<<.m, VP', Z' stands for Vp'I"''Vp'nVz'I"''Z'm, and P '~ P, 
P -~ P' stand for A1 ~,-~n (p; ~ pi) and A1 ~< i~ ~ (p~ ~ p;), respectively. 
The result in [-14] makes it clear that, as far as propositional logic is concerned, 
ECWA and circumscription are equivalent. The other closed world reasoning 
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rules do not support similar semantical characterization for the set of inferrable 
formulae. 
The different forms of CWR are not independent on each other. In the rest of this 
paper we shall make use of the following facts relating the various CWR-rules. 
• Fact  1 (See [14, p. 84; 22, Theorem 3.1; 26, p. 300]). For every formula 
F, if T is Horn, i.e., is constituted by clauses with at most one positive literal, then 
CWA(T) ~ F iff GCWA(T) ~ F iff EGCWA(T) ~ F iff CCWA(T; P; ~:0; ffS) ~ F 
iff ECWA(T; P; 2~; ~)  ~ F. 
• Fact  2 (See [14, p. 84]). For every formula F, EGCWA(T)~ F iff 
ECWA(T; P; ~;  ~)  ~ F. 
• Fact  3 (See [13, p. 277]). For every formula F, GCWA(T)~ F iff 
CCWA(T; P; ~;  ~)  ~ f. 
• Fact  4 (See [13, Theorem 3.9; 14, Theorem 5.1]). For every literal L 
belonging to P+ uP  , CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ L iff ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ L. 
Fact 1 follows from the uniqueness ofthe minimal model in Horn formulae, while 
Facts 2, 3, and 4 are straightforward consequences of the definitions. Moreover, the 
following properties hold for CCWA and ECWA: 
• Fact  5 (See [14, Theorem 5.8]). For every clause 7 whose literals belong 
to P+ w Q+ w Q-, ECWA(T;P; Q; z)  ~ ? iff T ~ 7. 
• Fact  6 (See [14, Theorem 5.5]). For every clause 7, 
ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 iff both the following two conditions hold: 
1. there exist n (n~>0) conjunctions kl,..., k n of literals belonging to 
P+ w Q+ w Q- such that kl ..... k n are ECWA-ffn in (T; P; Q; Z ) ;  
2. T~yvk l  V . . .  vk , .  
• Fact  7 (See [13, Theorem 3.6]). For every literal --qL belonging to P , 
CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ -nL iff L is CCWA-ffn. 
• Fact  8 (See [14, Theorem4.5]). For every formula of the form -nK 
not involving literals from Z, ECWA(T;P; Q;Z)~- -nK  iff the formula K is 
ECWA-ffn. 
Fact 6 has been used by Przymusinski in [28] as the basis of an algorithm that we 
discuss in Section 3.2. 
As we said in the Introduction, we are concerned with CWR in the context of 
propositional logic. We focus on propositional logic mainly because we are inter- 
ested in the tractability frontier of CWR, and, therefore, we base our analysis on 
a logical formalism which is decidable, and in some cases polynomially tractable. 
Our ultimate goal is to understand to what extent CWR is more difficult than 
monotonic inference. One can easily verify that performing inference according to 
some form of CWR is at least as difficult as performing monotonic inference, simply 
by noting that T ~ F iff ECWA(T; ~;  Q; Z) ~ F; hence monotonic inference can 
be polynomially reduced to closed world inference. 
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For all the above reasons, we are particularly interested in those classes of for- 
mulae for which monotonic inference is polynomial (we recall that this problem is, 
for unrestricted propositional formulae, co-NP complete). The results reported in 
[-9, 11, 33] show that this holds for the following three classes of formulae: Horn 
(every clause contains at most one positive literal), dual-Horn (every clause contains 
at most one negative literal), Krom (every clause contains at most two literals). 
In the following sections, we shall refer to several subsets of such classes. A com- 
plete classification of all the classes of propositional formulae which we consider is 
• Horn (written HORN): at most one positive literal per clause 
• Dual-Horn (DHORN): at most one negative literal per clause 
• Definite (DEE): exactly one positive literal per clause 
• Krom (KROM): at most two literals per clause 
• HornKrom (HI(): Horn and Krom 
• Dual-HornKrom (DHK): Dual-Horn and Krom 
• HornKrom (I-IK): HornKrom with no negative clause having two literals 
• 2-positive-Krom (2POSK): exactly two positive litcrals per clause. 
Note that some of the above classes correspond to logical formulae which are con- 
sidered in various contexts of artificial intelligence. For example, the class of 
Definite formulae is extensively studied in logic programming. The class of Horn 
formulae is used to model a set of Definite formulae plus a set of integrity con- 
straints, each one specifying that a certain set of predicates have disjoint extensions. 
The class of HornKrom-  is used to model a set of ISA assertions on classes, where 
A ISA B means that every instance of A is also an instance of B. Finally, a 
HornKrom formula represents a set of ISA and ISNOT assertions, where A ISNOT g 
means that A and B are disjoint. 
A taxonomy of all the mentioned classes is reported in Fig. 2. Since the taxonomy 
makes explicit the relative expressive power of the classes of formulae, it can be 
used to obtain complexity results: in particular every lower bound result (such as 
co-NP-hardness) propagates upward in the taxonomy, while every upper bound 
result (such as polynomiality) propagates downward. 
Dual-Horn Krom Horn 
Dual-HornKrom HornKrom Definite 
2-positive-Krom HornKrom- 
FIG. 2. Taxonomy ofthe classes of formulae. 
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We are now ready to precisely characterize the inference problems considered in 
this paper. In general they consist of checking if the closure of a propositional 
theory T according to the CWR-rule e logically entails a formula F, as specified in 
the following definition. 
DEn~qmON 5. The decision problem INF-~[c, f ]  is the problem of determining 
if e(T; P; Q; Z) ~ F, where c~ is a CWR-rule, T is a propositional formula over an 
alphabet F, the letters of F are partitioned into (P ;  Q; Z ) ,  c is the most specific 
class of propositional formulae to which T belongs, f is either LIT, in which case F 
is a literal over F, or CLAUSE, in which case F is a clause over F. Whenever the 
problem requires that one or both elements of the sets {Q; Z} be empty, we write 
INF-e[c, f, d], where d is either Q = ~,  or Z = ~,  or Q = z = ~.  
The size of the input to this decision problem is [T] + IF[ + IF1, where [T[ denotes 
the size of the string representing T, and similarly for ]El and ]F[. The complexity 
analysis presented in the next sections will be carried out along three directions, 
one concerning the form of CWR (represented by e in the above definition), one 
concerning the expressive power of the language used for expressing the 
formula (represented by c), and one concerning the kind of formula to be inferred 
(represented by f ) .  Moreover, for those CWR-rules requiring the letters of a for- 
mula T to be partitioned into the three sets (P,  Q, z )  (i.e., CCWA and ECWA), 
we will consider two special cases, namely, Q = ~ and Z= ~.  As we noted in 
the examples above (see also Section 8), the inferential power of a CWR for- 
malism varies if Q = ~,  or Z = ~,  or Q = z = ~.  Therefore we claim that all the 
problems we adress may be of practical interest. The results of our analysis are 
summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4 in Section 7. The order in which we present 
our results in Sections 4, 5, and 6 is motivated by our goal to fill the tables row by 
row.  
It is interesting to observe that the problem of reducing circumscription to the 
cases where Q = ~ or Z = ~ has been studied in [8, 5, 41], where suitable trans- 
formations of the formula to be circumscribed are proposed. Obviously such 
methods could be applied in our case to the ECWA (and to some extent to the 
CCWA). Nevertheless, they will not be taken into account for two reasons: the pro- 
cedure in [41] has exponential time complexity and can be applied only in some 
cases, while the procedures in [5, 8], although polynomial, result in a formula 
which is of different class in our taxonomy with respect o the original one (for 
example, a Horn formula with Q ¢ ~ or z ~ ~ is transformed into a formula with 
Q- -~ or z = ~ which is not Horn). 
Note that another class of decision problems related to CWR concerns determin- 
ing the satifiability of c~(T; P; Q; Z). This problem is only meaningful for CWA, 
since the closure of a theory T according to the other CWR-rule is always 
satisfiable. A complexity analysis of the problem of determining if the CWA of a 
propositional theory is satisfiable can be found in [101. The complexity of the 
problem of minimal entailment in sentential logic (propositional logic with an 
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enumerable alphabet) has been analyzed by Papalaskari and Weinstein in [-27]. An 
up-to-date survey on complexity as well as recursion theoretic results for non- 
monotonic logics can be found in I-7]. 
Throughout the paper we refer to the standard notation in complexity theory 
1-12, 17]. In particular pA (NpA) corresponds to the class of decision problems that 
are solved in polynomial time by deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machines 
using an oracle for A in polynomial time. The classes S~, H~, and A p of the poly- 
, . Z ,p  
nomlal hierarchy are defined by Z'~ =/ /P  = A ~ = P, and for k ~> 0, Z'~+ 1 = NP ~, 
H~+I= co- - r~+ 1, and AP+I = PX~. The class of decision problems that are poly- 
nomially solvable by a deterministic Turing machine with no more than f(n) calls 
to a S p oracle is denoted by pzgEf<,)3, where f(n) is a function of the size n of the 
problem instance. 
3. UPPER BOUNDS AND ALGORITHMS FOR CWR 
In this section we discuss the upper bound of the complexity of the various forms 
of CWR in unrestricted propositional formulae. Moreover, we describe the basic 
characteristics of two algorithms proposed in the literature for computing cir- 
cumscription, since they can be used to compute inference under the ECWA and to 
some extent under the other forms of CWR. 
3.1. Upper Bounds of CWR 
In this subsection we deal with the upper bound of the complexity of the 
inference problem under the various forms of CWR. We first provide an upper 
bound of the complexity of the inference problem under ECWA, showing that this 
problem is in H~. In particular we provide a nondeterministic polynomial time 
algorithm for the complement of such problem, i.e., the one of deciding if 
ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~¢ 7, where 7 is a clause. The algorithm uses an oracle 5e for 
the decision problem (P;Z)-MINIMALITY, i.e., an oracle whose input is a 
formula T and a model M of T and whose answer is "yes" iff M is (P; Z)-minimal 
for T. 
Input a formula (T; P; Q; Z )  and a model M of T 
Output true, if M is not (P; Z)-minimal, false otherwise 
begin 
guess an interpretation N of T; 
if N is a model of T and N<(?;z  ) M 
then return true; 
return false 
end.  
FIG. 3. Algorithm Nonminimal. 
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Before describing the algorithm, we show that (P; Z)-MINIMALITY is in co- 
NP, thus showing that 5e is an NP oracle. Note that an interpretation f T can be 
guessed in polynomial time. Moreover, a model M of T is not (P; Z)-minimal iff 
there exists a model N of T such that N<(p;z)M. Figure 3 shows a nondeter- 
ministic algorithm for checking whether a model M of T is not (P; Z)-minimal. 
Note that both checking whether N is a model of T and checking whether 
N<(p; z )M are polynomial tasks. Therefore Algorithm Nonminimal is non-deter- 
ministic polynomial. This shows that the problem of determining whether a model 
M of T is not (P; Z)-minimal is in NP, and therefore (P; Z)-MINIMALITY is in 
co-NP. It follows that 5e is an NP oracle. 
Now we return to the complexity of determining if ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7. 
Figure 4 shows an algorithm for deciding whether ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~¢ 7. 
Note that the algorithm uses the oracle 5~. Moreover, since both checking 
whether M is a model of T and checking whether M ~¢ 7 are polynomial tasks, it 
has nondeterministic polynomial time complexity. It follows that deciding if 
ECWA(T;P; Q;Z)~¢ y is in 27~, and therefore the problem of deciding if 
ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 is in H p. 
From this result and from Fact 2, we can conclude that the problem of deciding 
if EGCWA(T) ~ 7 is in H~ too. 
We now consider the CCWA and provide an upper bound to the inference 
problem under such a rule. By Facts 4 and 7 a letter peP  is CCWA-ffn iff 
ECWA(T; P; Q;Z) ~ --1 p. Therefore, a straightforward algorithm for the problem 
of deciding if CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 is given in Fig. 5. 
The first step of the algorithm (the for-loop) can be done by means of [P[ calls 
to AlgnotECWA and yields the formula CCWA(T;P; Q;Z), denoted T' in the 
algorithm. T' has a linear size with respect o T and is used in the final step of the 
algorithm in order to compute the answer. 
Since checking if ECWA(T; P; Q; Z )~ --np can be done by an oracle in Z p, 
and checking if CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 can be done by an oracle in NP, the 
problem of deciding if CCWA(T; P; Q; Z )~ ? is in pz~Eo(n)l; that is, it can be 
Input a formula (T; P; Q; Z )  and a clause 7 
Output true, if ECWA(T; P; Q; z) ~ 7, false otherwise 
begin 
guess an interpretation M of T; 
ifMisamodelofTandM~ 7 
then ff L~ answers "yes" with input T, P, Q, z, and M 
then return true; 
return false; 
end. 
FIG. 4. Algorithm AlgnotECWA. 
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Input a formula <T; P; Q; Z>, and a clause 7 
Output true, if CCWA(T; P; Q; z )  ~ 7, false otherwise 
begin 
T' := T; 
for eaeh pe  P 
do (* check ifp is CCWA-ffn, and if so, add 7p  to T' *) 
if ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7p  
then T' := T 'u  (-Tp}; 
return T' ~ 7; 
end. 
FIG. 5. Algorithm AlgCCWA. 
solved in deterministic polynomial time with at most O(n) calls to an oracle in 22p, 
where n is the number of distinct letters occurring in P. It follows from Fact 3 that 
the above considerations apply to GCWA too. 
As we said in the Introduction, in this paper we are mainly interested in tractable 
fragments of propositional logic. However, a few words are in order about the 
lower bound of the complexity of CWR for unrestricted propositional formulae. 
Sehlipf [34] noted that for unrestricted propositional formulae, the inference 
problem under CCWA is both NP-hard and co-NP-hard. Recently Eiter and 
Gottlob [10] established a new lower bound, proving that inference under GCWA 
is a HP-hard problem. By Facts 2, 3, and 4, this applies also to CCWA, EGCWA, 
and ECWA. Taking into account he above considerations, we can conclude that 
the inference problem under both ECWA and EGCWA is//P-complete. 
Eiter and Gottlob [10] have also obtained new results on the upper bound of 
CWR. In particular they proved (Theorem 3.13) that the inference problem under 
both GCWA and CCWA can be solved in polynomial time with a logarithmic 
number of calls to an oracle in S~. The upper bound of the inference problem 
under GCWA and CCWA is therefore px~[O(logn)3, where n is the number of 
distinct letters occurring in P. 
To summarize, if no restriction is imposed on the propositional formula, then 
inference under both EGCWA and ECWA is a HP-complete problem, while 
inference under both GCWA and CCWA is HP-hard (lower bound) and in 
pr~ [O(log n)] (upper bound). 
It is interesting to analyze the role played by the computational complexity of 
(P; Z)-MINIMALITY and MINIMALITY in determining the upper and the lower 
bounds of CWR. Let O be the class of formulae for which (P; Z)-MINIMALITY 
can be solved in deterministic polynomial time and f2 the class of formulae for 
which MINIMALITY can be solved in deterministic polynomial time. Looking at 
the algorithm AlgnotECWA we can realize that, for the class O, the inference 
problem under ECWA is in co-NP, and, for the class f2, the inference problem 
under EGCWA is in co-NP. 
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Moreover, we can modify the proof of Theorem 3.13 in [10] and show that for 
the formulae in the class O, the inference problem under CCWA can be solved in 
polynomial time with a logarithmic number of calls to an oracle in NP, and there- 
fore is in pNP[O(logn)]. Analogously, for the class ;2, the inference problem under 
GCWA is in pNP[O(logn)]. 
The above considerations show that the complexity of (P ;Z) -MINIMALITY 
and MINIMALITY plays an important role in establishing the complexity of 
CWR. It follows from the results reported in [34] that (P; Z)-MINIMALITY is 
co-NP-hard for unrestricted propositional formulae. In [19-1 Kolaitis and 
Papadimitriou show that checking whether a finite structure M is a minimal model 
of a first-order formula ~b is co-NP-complete with respect o the size of M. In [4] 
it is shown that the same holds if ~b is a CNF propositional formula; i.e., 
MINIMALITY is co-NP-complete for unrestricted propositional formulae. 
We now show that both (P ;Z) -MINIMALITY and MINIMALITY can be 
solved in polynomial time for the classes of formulae we will take into account in 
the subsequent sections (it is clearly sufficient o consider Horn, Dual-Horn, and 
Krom). This fact easily derives from the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a propositional formula, <P; Q; Z > be a partition of its 
letters, M be a model of T, S be the set {p~PIM~ p}, W be the set 
{q~QIM ~ q}, and T' be the formula 
r A =s A - lqAq .  
s~P\S qeQ\W q~W 
Then M is (P; Z)-minimal for T iff for each s t  S, T' A --ns is unsatisfiable. 
Proof (If part) Suppose that M is a (P; Z)-minimal model of T and that an 
s e S exists such that T' i -7 S is satisfiable. We show that this leads to a contradic- 
tion. Let N be a model of T' A -7 s. Clearly N is also a model of T and, moreover, 
N<(p;z  )M. This contradicts the hypothesis that M is (P; Z)-minimal for T. 
(Only if part) Suppose that for each s e S, T' i -ns is unsatisfiable, and sup- 
pose that a model N of T exists such that N<(e;z)M. We show that this leads to 
a contradiction. Since N<~.o; z~ M, there exists at least one t e P, such that N ~ -1 t 
and M ~ t. Now N is obviously a model of T' A -n t. Since t e S, it follows that 
there exists one s e S such T 'A -~s  is satisfiable, which contradicts the above 
hypothesis. | 
We observe that a similar result was cited without proof in Lemma 3.2 of [10] 
for the restricted case in which Q = Z = ~ and T is Krom. 
The above theorem leads to straightforward polynomial algorithms for (P; Z)- 
MINIMALITY in the case of Krom, Horn, and Dual-Horn formulae. This shows 
that for such classes of formulae, an upper bound of the complexity of the inference 
problem under ECWA and EGCWA is co-NP, while the upper bound for CCWA 
and GCWA is pNP[O(logn)]. 
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3.2. Algorithms for Computing Circumscription 
We briefly describe two methods for computing circumscription, namely, 
Przymusinski's MILO resolution and Ginsberg's circumscriptive theorem prover. 
The method proposed by Przymusinski in [28] is essentially based on the defini- 
tion of ECWA-ffn formula and on Fact 6. The method, called minimal model inear 
ordered resolution (MILO-resolution), is a variant of the ordered linear resolution 
and is briefly described in the following for the propositional case. 
We first recall some definition from [-28]. Let T be a formula on the alphabet L, 
(P ;  Q; z )  a partition of L, and C any clause on L. A MILO-resolution tree on T, 
C is a linear ordered deduction tree defined as follows: 
1. the root is the clause C; 
2. given a node N and a clause c~ of T, if N and c~ can be resolved using a 
literal from P -  u Z + u Z - ,  then their resolvent is a successor of N; 
3. nothing else is in the tree. 
A node without literals from P -  u Z + u Z -  has no children. Note that, if C is the 
root of the tree and D is any node, then T ~ C -~ D. Therefore D is called M1LO- 
deducible from (T, C) .  A leaf of the tree with no literals from P u Z + u Z -  is 
called a MILO-leaf of (T, C) .  The conjunction of all the MILO-leaves is denoted 
by Deriv(T, C). If no such leaf exists, then Deriv(T, C )= true. 
Given a formula T on the alphabet L, a partition (P ;  Q; z )  of L, and any 
clause 7 on L, the algorithm answers yes iff C IRC(T;  P; Q; Z)  ~ 7. 
The algorithm splits into two subcases, depending on whether 7 contains literals 
from Z + u Z , or not. We first deal with the latter case. 
Case 1. 7 does not contain literals from Z+uZ- .  We know that in this 
case CIRC(T ;P ;Q;Z)~7 iff 7 7 is ECWA-ffn in (T ;P ;Q;Z)  (see [14, 
Theorem 5.2]). Consider the MILO-resolution tree having 7 as root and let B be 
a MILO-leaf of the tree. Note that B is a clause whose literals belong to 
P + • Q + ~ Q - and that T ~ 7 --* B, i.e., T ~ -n 7 v B. By definition of the ECWA- 
ffn formula, if T~ B, then --17 is not ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q;Z) .  Conversely, 
Przymuskinski (see [28, Theorem 3.3]) shows that, if for each MILO-leaf B of the 
tree, T ~ B, then 7 7 is ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; Z ) .  Therefore, the method for 
Case 1 can be summarized as 
build depth-first he MILO-tree having 7 as root; 
for each MILO-leaf B of the tree 
i fT~¢ B 
then return no; 
return yes 
The following example shows that the size of a MILO-tree on T, C can be 
exponential with respect o the size of T and C. 
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EXAMPLE. Let L= {p~, ..., p,,  q~, ..., qn} be an alphabet and let <P; Q> be a 
partition of L, with P= {p~ ..... p,} and Q = {ql .... , q,}. Let Tbe the propositional 
formula 
{ A (p iv-~q;)  A -lq,}. 
l<~i<~n l<~i<~n 
We want to determine whether CIRC(T;P;  Q;Z)~ 7, where 7 is the clause 
--lpx v -.. v 'qPn. It is easy to notice that the MILO-tree having 7 as root has 
n+ 1 levels. The ith ( i> 1) level has Ho<~y<i_ 2(n - j )  nodes. Each node in the ith 
level (i ~> 1) is a clause with n -  i+ 1 literals from P and i -1  literals from Q-.  
The (n + 1)th level has n! nodes, each node being a permutation of the literals of 
the clause -qql v - - .  V "qqn" Since T ~ --nq~ v ..- v -qqn, the algorithm must 
visit each leaf of the tree and then returns yes. Therefore the method needs 
exponential time in this case. 
Note that T is an HornKrom- formula. Later in this paper we describe a poly- 
nomial time algorithm for computing circumscription i HornKrom- formulae (see 
Theorem 28). | 
Case 2. 7 contains ome literal from Z + w Z- .  We first consider the case where 
7 is a single literal, and then we move to the general case. If 7 is a literal, we know 
by Fact 6 that CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 iff both the following conditions hold: 
1. there exist n (n>~0) conjunctions kx, ...,k n whose literals belong to 
P+ wQ + wQ-  such that kl ..... kn are ECWA-ffn in <T;P ;  Q;Z>;  
2. T~yvk l  v ... vk~.  
Consider the MILO-tree having -77 as root. Let Deriv(T, 77) the conjunction 
of all the MILO-leaves of the tree. Note that Deriv(T,-77) is a conjunction 
of clauses whose literals belong to P + wQ + wQ- .  It holds that 
T~ --q7 ~ Deriv(T, 77), that is, T~ 7 v Deriv(T, -17), Let k l ,  . . . , k  n be the DNF 
of Deriv(T, -17). Note that each ~k i  is a clause without literals from Z + u Z - .  By 
Fact6, if CIRC(T ;P ;Q;Z)~-qk l /~  ... ^- -ak, ,  then CIRC(T ;P ;Q;Z)~7.  
Conversely, Przymusinski (see [-28, Theorem 3.7]) shows that, if a ki (1 <~i<~n) 
exists such that CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) ~ ~kg, then CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) ~¢ 7. 
The method proposed for this case is the following: 
build the MILO-tree having -77 as root; 
let kl, ..., kn be the DNF of Deriv(T, -77); 
for each i (1 ~< i ~< n) 
use the method described in Case 1 for determining whether 
CIRC(T; P; Q; z )  ~ -nk;; 
if the answer is no 
then return no; 
return yes; 
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It remains to analyze the case where 7 is a clause of the form cl v .-. v cm 
(m> 1). In this case, in order to determine whether CIRC(T; P; Q; Z )~ 7, it is 
necessary to build m MILO-trees. The ith MILO-tree has the literal --lc; as root 
and corresponds to the theory Te=Tw{'~cl  A ... A-7C~_~}. The algorithm 
answers yes iff CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) ~ --n (Deriv(T 1, -he1)/x ... A Deriv(T n, -7c,)), 
and its correctness can be determined using the method sketched in Case 1. 
One can show that in Case 2, too, the algorithm requires building MILO-trees 
that may have exponential size with respect to the size of the theory and the 
query. 
We now turn to the method proposed by Ginsberg [ 15 ]. Such a method is based 
on the notion of a sentence p confirming another sentence q. We recall such a 
notion for the propositional case. 
Let Tbe  a formula on the alphabet L, (P ;  Z )  a partition of L, andp, q two sen- 
tences on L. Let D be the set {-qd[ de  P}. The sentence q is said to be confirmed 
by p w.r.t. T and D if the following conditions hold: 
1. Tw {p} is satisfiable; 
2. Tu{p} ~q;  
3. p is in DNF with respect o the set D, i.e., p = Vi Aj do, where dg e D. 
If there is no p that confirms q, we say that q is unconfirmed in T. 
It is easy to see that the notion of confirmation is closely related to that of 
ECWA-freeness for negation: a sentence q is unconfirmed w.r.t. T and D iff q is 
ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; ~;  Z ) .  
Ginsberg's main theorem relates confirmation and entailment under circumscrip- 
tion in the case where Q = ~.  The case where Q ~ ~ is only briefly mentioned 
in [15]. The main result is the following: if 7 a sentence on L, then 
CIRC(T; P; ~;  Z) ~ 7 holds iff there is some p that confirms 7 and such that -qp 
is unconfirmed. 
Note that the above property is essentially equivalent to Fact 6 in the case where 
O=~. 
The following example shows that the number of sentences confirming a given 
clause 7 can grow exponentially with respect o the size of the theory. 
EXAMPLE. Let L= {Pl .... , P2,,, zl, ..., zn} be an alphabet and let (P ;  Z )  be a 
partition of L, with P = {Pa ..... P2n} and Z = {Zl ..... z, }. Let T be the propositional 
formula 
{ ~</~< (PiV-qzi) ,  A (pn+ivnz ; )} .  
1 n l<~i<~n 
Note that, as in the previous example, T is a HornKrom-  formula. 
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We want to determine whether CIRC(T;P;  ~;Z)~ 7, where 7 is the clause 
--nzl v .-- v -qz n. It is easy to see that each clause of the set 
1 t n 
confirms 7. Note also that I cI = 2 ~ and that no clause in C subsumes another clause 
in C. Since Ginsberg's method builds the weakest G that confirms 7, it generates 
each element of the set C. Therefore the method needs exponential time in this 
case. I 
In [16], the methods of Przymusinski and Ginsberg are shown to be similar in 
the sense that both try to prove that CIRC(T; P; ~:2~; Z) ~ 7 by showing that a 
sentence G exists such that the following conditions hold: 
1. all the literals of G belong to P + ; 
2. T~GvT;  
3. CIRC(T;P;Q;Z) ~ ~G. 
The main difference between the two methods can be summarized as 
follows: Przymusinski builds a very general sentence G using MILO-trees having 
literals of 7 as roots. Then he uses MILO-resolution again to check if 
CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) ~ --riG. On the other hand, Ginsberg builds the weakest 
sentence G that confirms 7 using a backward-chaining assumption-based truth 
maintenance system (ATMS) based on multivalued logic (see [ 15]). Then he uses 
the ATMS again to check if CIRC(T; P; Q; Z) ~ --qG. 
In [16] it is shown that each of the two algorithms has some feature that can--in 
some cases--lead to a computational behaviour that is preferrable with respect o 
the other one. Note that the computational complexity of Ginsberg's method relies 
on the performance of the backward-chaining ATMS and, in particular, on building 
of the weakest G that confirms 7 (this aspect is not discussed in detail in [15]). 
4. SIMPLE FORMS OF CWR 
In this section we analyze the complexity of the inference problem under CWA, 
GCWA, and EGCWA, i.e., the closed world rules that do not require the partition 
of the alphabet into the three subsets P, Q, z. 
4.1. CWA 
The results reported in [30] show that the application of the CWA to proposi- 
tional formulae may lead to inconsistency. In [10], Eiter and Gottlob present a 
careful analysis of the complexity of the problem of deciding whether the CWA of 
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a formula is consistent. They show that for unrestricted propositional formulae, 
such a problem is co-NP-hard, while the inference problem under CWA is in 
pNP[O(log n)] 
However, for the kind of formulae we are interested in, both problems are 
polynomial, since the CWA of a Horn (resp. Krom, Dual-Horn) formula is itself a 
Horn (resp. Krom, Dual-Horn) formula and can be computed in polynomial time. 
Therefore, there are straightforward algorithms both for checking the satisfiability 
of CWA and for the inference problem under CWA. This was noticed by Apt [-1 ] 
for Definite formulae. A simple algorithm for deciding if CWA(T) ~ 7 is given in 
Fig. 6. 
Since all the steps of the algorithm AlgCWA can be performed in polynomial 
time if T is Horn, Krom, or Dual-Horn, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2. All the following problems can be solved in polynomial time: 
INF-CWA [HORN, CLAUSE ], INF-CWA [-KROM, CLAUSE ~, and INF-CWA [DHORN, CLAUSE ]. 
In [29], Rajasekar, Lobo, and Minker propose a weak form of CWA, called 
weak generalized closed world assumption (WGCWA), which applies to disjunctive 
logic programs (i.e., logic programs constituted by rules whose heads are disjunc- 
tions of positive literals). The WGCWA is only defined for formulae that do not 
include negative clauses. By definition, inference under WGCWA polynomially 
reduces to an inference problem under the CWA on a suitable definite logic 
program. By Apt's result [1], the WGCWA yields polynomial time inference 
algorithms in the propositional case. 
4.2. GCWA 
In this section we deal with the GCWA. We present he intractability results in 
Subsection 4.2.1 and the tractability results in Subsection 4.2.2. 
Input a formula T and a clause 7 
Output rue, if CWA(T) ~ 7, false otherwise 
begin 
T' := T; 
for each p e F 
do (* check ifp is CWA-ffn, and if so, add -~p to T' *) 
i fT~ p 
then T' := T'u ~-~p}; 
return T' ~ 7; 
end. 
FIG. 6. Algorithm AlgCWA. 
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4.2.1. Intractable Cases 
The following theorem shows that in the case of Dual-Horn formulae inference 
under GCWA is intractable ven for single literals. 
THEOREM 3. 1NF-GCWA[DHORN, LIT'] is co-NP-hard. 
Proof. We reduce the unsatisfiability problem (the complement of SAT) to 
our problem by exhibiting a polynomial mapping from any CNF formula n to 
a Dual-Horn formula n' and a literal -~Sp such that n is unsatisfiable iff 
GCWA(rc') ~ --n~p. 
Let rc be a CNF formula on the alphabet L= {aa .... ,ap} and let L' be 
Lu{~[a~L}w{~la~L}.  We define ~' on the alphabet L' according to the 
following rules :
1. for each letter a of L, there is a clause a v ~i in ~'; 
2. there are the clauses al v ~1, c~a v ~1 in re'; 
3. for each i ( l~<i~<p-1)  there are the clauses -7~va i+av~i+ 1 and 
'-]ai V a i+l  V ai+a in n'; 
4. for each clause -~WlV .-- vw,  vw,+lV  ... vwn+m in r~, there is a 
clauseW11v .-. v~vw n+lv  -.. VWn+minrc'. 
Note that the above mapping from rc to re' is clearly polynomial and that re' is 
a Dual-Horn formula. We will prove that: 
1. given a model of 7r, we can build a disjunction B of positive literals of L' 
such that 7z' ~ B v ~p and it' ~ B; 
2. given a disjunction B of positive literals of L' such that re' ~ B v 8p and 
~z' ~¢ B, we can build a model of re. 
Therefore, the literal 8p is not GCWA-ffn in re' iff rc is satisfiable. Taking into 
account Facts 3 and 7, GCWA(rc ' )~-nap iff 8p is GCWA-ffn in ~'; hence 
GCWA(rc') ~ -nSp iff rc is unsatisfiable. 
Proof of 1. Let M be a model of 7t and let B be the clause on the alphabet 
L' defined as follows: 
for each letter a of L 
if M ~ a, then ~ is a literal of B; 
if M ~ ~ a, then a is a literal of B. 
We first prove that ~z' ba B. Let M' be the truth assignment defined as follows: 
• M '~a i i f fM~ai  
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• M'~gt i i f fM~ ~ai 
• M '~a~.  
It is easy to see that M '  is a model of z~'/x -1B, and therefore, re' ~¢ B. 
In order to prove that re' ~ B v ~p, note that for each model N of re', either 
N ~ B or N ~ B. In the latter case, for each a~, either N ~¢ a~ or N ~¢ ~. It 
follows from rule 2 above, that N ~ a t. By rule 3, this implies that for each i 
(1 ~< i~p), N ~ ~. Since every model N o f~ '  that does not satisfy B satisfies ~p, 
we can conclude that re' ~ B v ~.  
Proof of 2. Let B be a disjunction of positive literals of L '  such that both 
~' ~ B v ~p and ~' ~¢ B. Note first that re' ~¢ B implies that for each letter a~ 
of L, either a~ or 8; does not occur in B. Moreover, since ~' ~ B v ~p, it follows 
that rc'A -nB/x -~ ap is unsatisfiable. We now show that this implies that for 
each ag, either ai or ~; occur in B. Suppose that there is an ai such that both 
a~ and 6~ are not in B. Remember that ~'/x -7 B is satisfiable. Let N be any 
model of ~'/~ ~B,  and let N '  be the same as N except for the fact that N ~ a~, 
N ~ ~, and N ~ ~ 8j for each i ~< j ~< p. It is easy to see that N'  is a model of 
~'/x -7 B/x ~ ~p. Since this contradicts the above hypothesis, we can conclude 
that for each @, either ai or 8~ occur in B. Now let M be a truth assignment 
of ~ defined as follows: 
for each letter a of L 
if a occurs in B, then M ~ ~ a; 
if 8 occurs in B, then M ~ a. 
Clearly, M assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L. We now prove that 
M is a model of re. Suppose that a clause 7 = -qwl v .-- v 7wn v Wn+l v " ' "  
v Wn+m of rC exists such that M [4 y. This implies that the following conditions 
hold: ~ occurs in B, ... ; W£~ occurs in B; w, +1 occurs in B .... ; w~ + m occurs in B; 
i.e., all the literals of a clause of ~' introduced according to rule 4 above occur 
in B. Therefore ~' ~ B, contradicting the hypothesis. | 
Using Facts 2, 3, and 4, the above theorem delivers intractability results for 
EGCWA, CCWA, and ECWA as well. Such derived results will be shown in detail 
in Sections 4.3, 5, and 6, in which those formalisms are analyzed. 
4.2.2. Tractable Cases 
Minker [26] shows that, when the CWA is consistent, it is equivalent o the 
GCWA (see also Fact 1). Since the CWA of a Horn formula is always consistent, 
it follows from Theorem2 that INF-GCWA[HORN, CLAUSE] is a polynomial 
problem. 
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The only case left for GCWA is inference for Krom formulae. We shall see in 
Section 5.2 that this is indeed a polynomial problem, even when clauses are inferred 
(see Corollary 10, Section 5.2). 
4.3. EGCWA 
In this section we deal with the EGCWA. We present he intractability results in 
Subsection 4.3.1 and the tractability results in Subsection 4.3.2. 
4.3.1. Intractable Cases 
The first intractability result follows from the analysis performed in Section 4.2.1. 
COROLLARY 4. INF-EGCWAFDHoRN, LIT] is co-NP-hard. 
Proof Use Theorem 3 and Facts 2, 3, and 4. | 
The second intractability result deals with inference of clauses from Krom 
formulae. 
THEOREM 5. INF-EGCWA[2POSK, CLAUSE] is co-NP-hard. 
Proof We reduce the unsatisfiability problem to our problem by exhibiting a 
polynomial mapping from any CNF formula ~ to a 2-positive-Krom formula re' 
and a clause --nK such that n is unsatisfiable iff EGCWA(n')  ~ -nK. 
Let n be a CNF formula on the alphabet L. Let L' be the alphabet 
Lw {d laeL}  • {gilY; is a clause of n}. We define n' on the alphabet L' according 
to the following rules: 
1. for each letter a of L, there is a clause a v d in n'; 
2. for each clause 7i=-~Wl v -.. v -qwn v w~+l v ..- v Wn+m in ~, there 
are n+m clauses gi v w--~, ..., gi v w--~, g; v Wn+a, ..., g~ v W,+m in n'. 
Note that the above mapping from n to ~r' is clearly polynomial and that n' is 
a 2-positive-Krom formula. Let K be the conjunction ga A --. /x gh, where 
gl ..... gh are all the letters of L' corresponding to the clauses in n. We now prove 
that : 
1. given a model of n, we can build a disjunction B of positive literals of L' 
such that both n' ~ B v K and n' ~¢ B; 
2. given a disjunction B of positive literals of L' such that both n' ~ B v K 
and n' ~¢ B, we can build a model M of n. 
Therefore, the conjunction K is not EGCWA-ffn in n' iff n is satisfiable. Taking 
into account Facts 2 and 8 and that -~K is a clause, EGCWA(n')  ~ ~K iff K is 
EGCWA-ffn in n', hence EGCWA(n')  ~ ~K iff ~ is unsatisfiable. 
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Proof  o f  1. Let M be a model of z, and let B be a clause on the alphabet L '  
defined as follows" 
for each letter a of L 
if M ~ a, then a is in B; 
if M ~ -7 a, then 6 is in B. 
Note that for each letter a in L, either a or d does not occur in B. 
We first prove that ~' ~¢ B. Let M '  be the truth assignment to the letters of L '  
defined as follows" 
• for eachasL ,  M '~a i f fM~-7a  
• for eachasL ,  M '~ i f fM~a 
• for each g~, M '  ~ g;. 
It is easy to see that M '  is a model of ~z' A --7 B and, therefore, re' 14 B. In order to 
prove that re' ~ B v K, consider any model N of g' A --7 B. Since for each clause 
7~=-TWlV ... v -nwnvwn+zv  . . .  V W,+m of rC at least one literal l in 
{~,  ..., w----~, W,+l ..... w,+m}, occurs in B and the clause I v g; occurs in re', every gi 
must be true in N and therefore re' A 7 B/x -1K is unsatisfiable. 
Proof  o f  2. Let B be a disjunction of positive literals of L '  such that both 
re' ~ B v K and re' ~4 B. Define an interpretation M of rc as follows" 
for each letter a of L 
if a occurs in B, then M ~ a 
else M ~ -7 a. 
Note first that M assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L. Suppose that 
M is not a model of re, i.e., a clause 7;=-TWa v ... v -qwn v wn+l v --. v Wn+m 
of rC exists such that M ~¢ 7;. This implies that wl .... , wn occur in B and that 
wn+~ ..... Wn+m do not occur in B. Since re' ~¢ B, the first condition implies that 
w--~, ..., w-] do not occur in B. Therefore re '^ 7B A -7 gi is satisfiable, where gi 
corresponds to 7~, but this contradicts the hypothesis that re' ~ B v K holds. | 
Using Fact 2 the above theorem gives an intractability result for ECWA as well. 
Such a derived result will be shown in detail in Section 6. 
4.3.2. Tractable Cases 
The equivalence of EGCWA and CWA for Horn formulae (see Fact 1) and 
Theorem 2 imply that INF-EGCWArHORN, CLAUSE] is polynomial. The only case left 
for EGCWA is inference of literals for K rom formulae. We shall see in Section 6.2 
that this is indeed a polynomial problem (see Corol lary 21, Section 6.2). Note that 
Corol lary21 shows the first case in which inference of literals is easier than 
inference of clauses. 
571/48/2-6 
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5. CCWA 
In this section, we analyze the complexity of the CCWA. In particular we present 
one new intractability result in Subsection 5.1 and two cases where inference can be 
done in polynomial time in Subsection 5.2. We recall that the CCWA requires the 
partition of the alphabet into the three subsets P, Q, Z. 
5.1. Intractable Cases 
The first intractability result follows from the analysis performed in Section 4.2.1. 
COROLLARY 6. INF-CCWA[DHORN, LIT, Q = Z = ~]  is co-NP-hard. 
Proof Use Theorem 3 and Fact 3. 1 
The next theorem shows the intractability of the CCWA for Horn formulae, even 
if Z = ~ and the inferred formula is a literal. 
THEOREM 7. INF-CCWA[HORN, LIT, Z = ~]  is co-NP-hard. 
Proof We reduce the unsatisfiability problem to our problem by exhibiting a 
polynomial mapping from any CNF formula rc to a Horn formula re' on the 
alphabet L', a partition (P ;Q;~)  of L', and a literal -Tp such that zc is 
unsatisfiable iff CCWA(~';  P; Q; ~)  ~ -np. 
Let n be a CNF formula on the alphabet L. Let L' be Lu  {d la~L}w {gi[Ti is 
a clause of re} w {p}. We define n' on the alphabet L' according to the following 
rules :
t .  1. for each letter a of L, there is a clause -n a v --ld in n ,  
2. for each clause 7i= ~Wl v .-- v -qwn v wn+l v ... v Wn+m in n, there 
- -  t .  are n+m clauses --n~l v gi .... , ~w n v gi, -qWn+l v gi, ..., "-qWn+m V gi in n , 
3. there is the clause --lgl v ... v - lgh v p in re', where gl,..., gh are the 
letters of L' corresponding to the clauses 71 ..... Yh of re. 
Moreover, we let P be the set of letters {g~l 7~ is a clause of n} w {p}, and Q the 
set of letters L' \P. Note that the above mapping from n to n' is clearly polynomial 
and that n' is a Horn formula. We now prove that: 
1. given a model M of n, we can build a disjunction B whose literals belong 
toP  +UQ +UQ-  such that both~'~Bvpandn '~¢ B; 
2. given a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ w Q+ u Q-  such that 
both re' ~ B v p and re' ~ B, we can build a model M of re. 
Therefore, the literal p is not CCWA-ffn in (n ' ;  P; Q; ~)  iff rc is satisfiable. 
Taking into account Fact 7, CCWA (n'; P; Q; ~5) ~ --1 p iff p is CCWA-ffn in 
(re'; P; Q; ffS), hence CCWA(n';  P; Q; ~)  ~ ~p iff rc is unsatisfiable. 
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Proof of 1. Let M be a model of rc and let B be a clause on the alphabet L '  
defined as follows" 
for each letter a of L 
i fM~a,  then -T a is in B ; 
if M ~ -7 a, then --7 t~ is in B. 
Note first of all that all the literals of B belong to Q- .  Since for each letter a of L, 
either -~a or 7~ does not occur in B, z~' [4 B. Moreover, since for each clause 
7i = ~Wl v ... v -qwn v w,+l  v ... v W,+m in rc it holds that M ~ ~, at least 
one literal among ~W~, ..., ~W, ,  -TW~+~ ..... -7W,+m occurs in B. Therefore for 
each i (1 ~< i ~< h), it holds that 7r' ~ B v gi, where g~ is the letter of L '  correspond- 
ing to ~. This implies that It' ~ B v p. 
Proof of 2. Let B be a disjunction whose literals belong to P+w Q +w Q-  
such that both It' ~ B v p and re' [4 B, and let M be an interpretation of lr defined 
as follows: 
for each letter a of L 
if --7 a occurs in B, then M ~ a 
else M ~ 7 a. 
Note first that M assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L. We show that 
M is a model of re. Suppose that M is not a model of ~r, i.e., a clause Vi-- -7 Wl v 
• .. v ~w n v wn+ 1 v -.. v wn+,~ of 7~ exists such that M [4 Vi. This implies that 
-~wl, ..., 7wn occur in B and that Wn+l .... , W,+m do not occur in B. Since lr' ~ B, 
the first n conditions imply that 7W~ .... , ~w---~ do not occur in B. Therefore 
re' [4 B v g~, where gi is the letter of L '  corresponding to 7i, but this contradicts the 
hypothesis that z~' ~ B v p. | 
Using Fact 4 the above theorem gives an intractability result for ECWA as well. 
Such a derived result will be shown in detail in Section 6. 
5.2. Tractable Cases 
In this subsection we show that the inference problem under CCWA can be 
solved in polynomial time both for Definite and for K rom formulae. 
THEOREM 8. INF-CCWA[DEF, CLAUSE] can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof. Note that the application of the CCWA to < T; P ;  Q; z> results in 
adding to T negative literals of the form -7 p, where p e P+ is a CCWA-ffn literal 
in <T;P ;Q;Z>.  It follows that if T is Definite, then CCWA(T ;  P; Q; Z)  is a 
Horn formula whose size is O([T[ + [P[). We now show that if T is Definite, 
then the problem of determining whether a given literal p e P+ is CCWA-ffn in 
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(T ;  P; Q; Z )  can be solved in polynomial time. As a consequence, we can com- 
pute the formula CCWA(T; P; Q; z )  in polynomial time. Moreover, checking if 
any clause follows from it is a polynomial task. 
Let D be the disjunction -nql v ... v --nqn, where ql .... , qn are all the literals of 
Q. Since T is Definite, no negative clause can be derived from it, hence T ~ D. If 
T ~ D v p, then p is obviously not CCWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q ; Z ) .  We now show 
that the converse is true; i.e., we show that if T ~¢ D v p, then p is CCWA-ffn in 
(T ;  P; Q; z ) .  Suppose the contrary; i.e., suppose that T ~4 D v p and a disjunc- 
tion B whose literals belong to P + u Q + u Q exists such that both T ~¢ B and 
T ~ B v p. Since T ~¢ D v p by hypothesis, some positive literal must occur in B, 
so B has the form B 'Vp lv  ..- vph, where the literals p~ ..... Ph (h>0)  are 
positive, while the remaining in B' are negative; hence they belong to Q-  and B' 
is subclause of D. We observe that the fact that T is Definite implies that the clauses 
minimally derivable from T contain exactly one positive literal. Now, since by 
hypothesis T ~¢ B and T ~ B v p, it follows that T ~ B' v p. The last fact implies 
T ~ D v p, contradicting the former hypothesis. I 
The above theorem allows us to develop a polynomial time algorithm for check- 
ing if CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7, where Tis Definite and ~ is a clause. The algorithm, 
called DefCCWA, is shown in Fig. 7. 
THEOREM 9. INF-CCWA[KROM, CLAUSE] can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof Note that if T is Krom, then CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) is a Krom formula 
whose size is O(IT[ + tPI). We now show that if T is Krom, then the problem of 
determining whether a given literal peP  + is CCWA-ffn in (T ;P ;  Q; Z )  can be 
solved in polynomial time. As a consequence, we can compute the formula 
CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) in polynomial time. Moreover, checking if any clause follows 
from it is a polynomial task. 
Consider a literal q belonging to P + u Q + u Q- .  If both T ~ p v q and T ~¢ q, 
then p is not CCWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; z ) .  We now show that the converse is true; 
i.e., we show that if for any literal q belonging to P+ w Q+ u Q- ,  either T gap v q 
Input a Definite formula (T; P; Q; Z )  (where Q = {ql, ..., qn}), 
and a clause 7 
Output rue, if CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ y, false otherwise 
begin 
T' := T; 
for each p E P + 
do (* check ifp is CCWA-ffn, and if so, add ~p to T' *) 
i fT~ p v -qq l  v , . .  v Tq ,  
then T'  := T '  u {-n p } ; 
return T' ~ 7 
end. 
FIG. 7. Algorithm DefCCWA. 
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Input a Krom formula (T; P; Q; Z )  and a clause 7 
Output true if CCWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7, false otherwise 
begin 
T' := T; 
for each peP  + 
do begin 
(* check ifp is CCWA-ffn *) 
flag := true; 
for each q 6 P + w Q + ~ Q- 
do i f (T~pvq)  A(T~ q) 
then flag := false; 
(* ifp is CCWA-ffn then add ~p to T *) 
if flag then T' := T' • {-Tp} ;
end; 
return T' ~ 7 
end. 
F1G. 8. Algorithm KromCCWA. 
or T ~ q, then p is CCWA-ffn in {T; P; Q; Z ) .  Suppose the contrary; i.e., suppose 
that for any literal q belonging to P + u Q + w Q- ,  either T ~ p v q or T ~ q, and 
a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ u Q + w Q exists such that both 
T 14 B and T ~ B v p. We observe that since T is a Krom formula, the clauses 
minimally derivable from T contain at most two literals. Therefore, B is simply a 
literal q belonging to P+ u Q + u Q-  such that T~¢ q and T ~ p v q. But this 
contradicts the former hypothesis. | 
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, the above theorem gives a polynomial result for 
inference under GCWA. 
COROLLARY 10. INF-GCWA[KROM, CLAUSE] can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof Use Theorem 9 and Fact 3. ] 
Theorem 9 allows us to develop a polynomial time algorithm for checking if 
CCWA(T; P; Q; z )  ~ v, where Tis Krom, and V is a clause. The algorithm, called 
KromCCWA, is shown in Fig. 8. 
The only case left for CCWA is the inference of clauses for Horn formulae when 
Q = ~,  which is indeed a polynomial problem (see Corollary 23, Section 6.2). This 
follows from a stronger esult (Theorem 20) that we shall see in Section 6.2. 
6. ECWA 
In this section we analyze the complexity of the inference problem under ECWA 
and--as in the previous sections--we distinguish between intractable and tractable 
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cases. In Subsection 6.1 we present five new intractable cases. After this analysis, 
only four cases remain. They are considered in Subsection 6.2, where all of them are 
shown to be solvable in polynomial time. 
6.1. Intractable Cases 
Three intractability results follows from the analysis performed in Sections 4.2.1, 
4.3.1, and 5.1. 
COROLLARY 11. INF-ECWA[DHORN, LIT, Q = Z= ~]  is co-NP-hard. 
Proof Use Theorem 3 and Facts 3 and 4. | 
COROLLARY 12. INF-ECWA[2POSK, CLAUSE, Q = Z= ~]  is co-NP-hard. 
Proof Use Theorem 5 and Fact 2. | 
COROLLARY 13. INF-ECWA[HORN, LIT, Z -= ~']  iS co-NP-hard. 
Proof In the proof of Theorem 7 the inferred literal -1 p belongs to P - ,  hence 
we can use Fact 2. | 
As far as the new intractable cases are concerned, we first deal with Definite for- 
mulae. In particular, we analyze the case of clause inference in Definite formulae 
with Z = ~,  and the case of literal inference in Definite formulae with no restriction 
on Q and Z. 
THEOREM 14. INF-ECWA[DEE, CLAUSE, Z = ~]  is co-NP-hard. 
Proof We reduce the unsatisfiability problem to our problem by exhibiting a 
polynomial mapping from any CNF formula n to a Definite formula n' on the 
alphabet L', a partition (P ;  Q)  of L' and a clause -nK such that n is unsatisfiable 
iff ECWA(Tr'; P; Q; ~)  ~ -~K. 
Let rc be a CNF formula on the alphabet L and let L' be 
Lw {Kla~L} u {S Ia~L} ~ {r}. We define re' on the alphabet L' according to the 
following rules :
1. for each letter a of L, there are the clauses ~ a v 8, --1~ v ~ in re'; 
2. for each clause -7wl v ... v -Tw, v w,+l  v -.. v w,+,, in re, there is the 
clause --n~--7~ v -.. v -7~-£~ v - " lWn+ 1 V " ' "  V "7Wn+ m V r in n' .  
Note that the above mapping from ~ to re' is clearly polynomial and ~' is a 
Definite formula. Let us partition the letters of L' into (P ;  Q; Z ) ,  where P is the 
set of letters {SLaeL}w {r}, Q is L'\P, and Z=~.  Let K be the conjunction 
7r  A~{~a~L} 8. We prove that: 
1. given a model M of n, we can build a disjunction B whose literals belong 
to P+ u Q+ w Q-  such that both re' ~ B v K and re' ~ B; 
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2. given a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+w Q+u Q-  such that 
both ~' ~ B v K and re' ~¢ B, we can build a model M of re. 
Therefore, the conjunction K is not ECWA-ffn in <~z ' ;P ;Q;~> iff ~ is 
satisfiable. Taking into account hat ECWA(Tr'; P; Q; ~)  ~ -7 K iff K is ECWA-ffn 
in <~'; P; Q; ~) ,  it follows that ECWA(~';  P; Q; ~)  ~ 7K  iff ~ is unsatisfiable. 
Proof  o f  1. Let M be a model of re, and let B be a clause on the alphabet L'  
defined as follows: 
r is in B; 
for each letter a of L 
if M ~ a, then -7 ~ is in B 
else -1 a is in B. 
Note first that all the literals of B belong to P + u Q- .  Moreover, for each a, either 
-7 a or --7 ~ is in B. Therefore, it is easy to prove that re' ~ B v K. We will now 
prove that r~' ~¢ B. Suppose that ~' ~ B. This implies that a clause 7 = --7 wl v ... 
v -7w n v Wn+ 1 V " ' "  V Wn+ m of rC exists such that all the literals 7W;~, ..., 7w-~, 
-7 w n + 1 . . . . .  -1Wn + m of the clause of z~' corresponding to 7 occur in B. Therefore, the 
following conditions hold: M ~ Wl .... , M ~ w,, M [4 wn+l ..... M ~¢ W,+m. These 
conditions imply that M [4 7, thus contradicting the hypothesis that M is a model 
of re. 
Proof  o f  2. Let B be a disjunction whose literals belong to P+~ Q+w Q-  
such that both ~' ~ B v K and re' ~¢ B. We can easily show that r occurs in B and 
for each letter a of L either -7 a or --7 ~ occurs in B. We build an interpretation M
of ~ as follows: 
for each letter a of L 
if "~ a occurs in B, then M ~ 7 a. 
Note first that M assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L. Suppose that 
M is not a model of re; i.e., a clause 7=-1wl  v ... v 7wn v wn+~ v ..- v W,+m 
of ~ exists such that M~¢ 7- This implies that all the literals 
7 W'-'~, ..., 7 W'-~) -"1W n + 1, '" ,  -7 W n + m Occur in B. Since r occurs in B, it follows that 
re' ~ B, contradicting the above hypothesis. | 
THEOREM 15. INF-ECWA[DEF, LIT] is co-NP-hard.  
Proof .  We refer to the proof of Theorem 14 and reduce the problem of deter- 
mining if ECWA(T; P; Q; ~)  ~ 7, where T is  a Defnite formula and 7 is a clause, 
to our problem. 
Let L, L', r, K, P, Q, Tr,~' be as in the proof of Theorem 14, and let L"  be 
L 'u  {z, p} ,  with z, p not appearing in L'. We define ~" on the alphabet L"  
according to the following rules: 
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1. each clause of re' is a clause of n"; 
2. for each literal a i of L= {al .... , ah}, there is the clause ai v -7z in ~"; 
3. the clause -7z v -7 r v p is in re". 
Note that the above mapping from n' to n" is clearly polynomial and re" is a 
Definite formula. Let P '  be the set of letters P u {p} and Z be the set L"\(P'u Q); 
that is Z= {z}. Note also that p is ECWA-ffn in (re"; P ' ;  Q;Z). We will prove 
that: 
1. ECWA(n";P';Q;Z) ~ 7z i f fK i s  ECWA-ffn in (n";P';Q;Z); 
2. K i s  ECWA-ffn in (n";P';Q;Z) i f fK i s  ECWA-ffn in (n ' ;P ;Q;~) .  
Therefore, ECWA(n";P';Q;Z) ~ -Tz iff K is ECWA-ffn in (n';P;Q;~25). 
Taking into account hat K is ECWA-ffn in (re'; P; Q; ~ ) iff n is unsatisfiable (see 
Theorem 14), it follows that ECWA(rc"; P ' ;  Q; z )  ~ --nz iff n is unsatisfiable. 
Proof of 1 (if part). Suppose that K= --7r A 81 A ... A 8h is ECWA-ffn in 
(n";P';Q;Z). It follows that, for each (P ' ;Z) -minimal  model M of n", 
M ~ r v -181 v ... v -7~ h. Since 41 v --7z, ..., ah v -nz are clauses of n", we have 
that M~ al v -TZ , . . . ,M~ ah v --7z. Sincep is ECWA-ffn in <n";P';Q;Z) and 
-1 z v -7 r v p is a clause of re", M ~ -7 z v -7 r and, therefore, M ~ -7 z, implying 
that ECWA(rc"; P ' ;  Q; Z) ~ Tz. 
Proof of t (only if part). Suppose that ECWA(rc"; P ' ;  Q; Z)  ~ 7z.  We will 
prove that no (P';  Z)-minimal model M of n" exists such that M ~ -7r A ~ A ..- 
A 8h, thus showing that K= --nr A a~ A ... A ~h is ECWA-ffn in (re"; P ' ;  Q;Z). 
Suppose that such an M exists. Note that ECWA(n";P';Q;Z)~-Tz implies 
M~- -7z .  Moreover, since p is ECWA-ffn in (n";P';Q;Z), it follows that 
M ~ -7 p. We build an interpretation M'  of n" as follows: 
M'~z;  
M' ~ -Tp; 
for each letter c of L' 
if M ~ c then M'  ~ c 
else M'  ~ -7 c. 
Note first that M '  assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L". Moreover, 
since M'  satisfies all the clauses of 7f', M '  is a model of n". Since M'  differs from 
M only in the interpretation of literals in the set Z, it follows that, if M is a (P';  Z)- 
minimal model of n", then M'  is a (P ' ;  Z)-minimal model of re", thus contradicting 
the hypothesis that ECWA(rc"; P ' ;  Q; Z) ~ -7z. 
Proof of 2 (if part). Suppose that K is not ECWA-ffn in (n";P';Q;Z>. 
Then a disjunction B whose literals belong to P'  + w Q + w Q-  exists such that both 
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n" ~ B v K and n" ~¢ B. We assume without loss of generality that p does not 
occur in B, and therefore all the literals of B belong to P + w Q + w Q- .  For the 
monotonicity of the relation ~,  n' ~¢ B. We will now prove that re' ~ B v K, thus 
proving that K is not ECWA-ffn in (~' ;  P; Q; ~) .  The condition n" ~ B v K is 
equivalent to re' A (al v -nz)/x ... A (ah V "-nZ) A ('nZ V -qr v p) ~ B v K; that, 
for the deduction theorem, is equivalent to g' ~ (--nS1 A Z) V ... V (~ah A Z) V 
(Z A r /x ~ p) v B v K. This condition implies that n' ~ z v B v K and therefore, 
since z does not occur in re', ~' ~ B v K. 
Proof of 2 (only if part). Suppose that K is not ECWA-ffn in (n ' ;  P; Q; ~) .  
Then a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ w Q+ w Q exists such that both 
n' ~ B v K and n' ~¢ B. For the monotonicity of the relation ~ , n" ~ B v K. We 
will now prove that n"~ B, thus proving that K is not ECWA-ffn in 
(7c";P'; Q;Z) .  Suppose that rc"~ B. This implies that n 'A (al v --qz)A -.. A 
(ah v ~z)  A (~Z V -nr v p) ~ B; that, for the deduction theorem, implies 
n '~(~a lAZ)  V --- v ( -n~ hAz)  v (zArA- -np)vB .  This condition implies 
that re' ~ z v B, and therefore, since z does not occur in n', n' ~ B, contradicting 
the above hypothesis. | 
The next case we consider is the literal inference in 2-positive-Krom formulae 
with Q = ~.  
THEOREM 16. INF-ECWAr2POSK, LIT, Q = ~3 is co-NP-hard. 
Proof We refer to the proof of Theorem 5 and reduce the problem of determin- 
ing if EGCWA(T) p 7, where T is a 2-positive-Krom formula and 7 is a clause, to 
our problem. Note first that, taking into account Fact 2, Theorem 5 implies that 
INF-ECWA[2POSK, CLAUSE, Q = Z= ~3] is a co-NP-hard problem. 
Let L, L', gl, ..., gh, K, 7c, ~' be as in the proof of Theorem 5 and let L" be 
L' u {z}, with z not appearing in L'. We define ~" on the alphabet L" according 
to the following rules: 
1. each clause of ~r' is a clause of ~"; 
2. for each literal gi (1 ~< i-G< h), there is the clause g~. v z in ~r". 
Note that the above mapping from ~r' to ~" is clearly polynomial and g" is 
a 2-positive-Krom formula. Let P be the set of letters L', and let Z be the set 
L"\L'; i.e., Z= {z}. We will prove that: 
1. ECWA0r" ;P ' ;  ~ ;Z)  ~ z i f fK is  ECWA-ffn in (~" ;P ;Gf ;Z) ;  
2. K is ECWA-ffn in ( ~z" ; P; ~;  Z } iff K is EGCWA-ffn in g'. 
Therefore, ECWA(1r"; P; G~; Z) ~ z iff K is EGCWA-ffn in ~'. Taking into 
account hat K is EGCWA-ffn in ~c' iff 7c is unsatisfiable (see Theorem 5), it follows 
that ECWA(~"; P; ~;  Z) ~ z iff 7r is unsatisfiable. 
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Proof of 1 (if part). Suppose that K=gl /x  ... /x gh is ECWA-ffn in 
(~" ;P ;~;Z) .  It follows that, for each (P;Z)-minimal model M of n", 
M ~ -7gl v ... v ~gh.  Since gl v z ..... gh v z are clauses of n", we have that 
M ~ gl v z .... ; M ~ gh v z. Therefore M ~ z, implying that ECWA(n"; P; ~;  Z) 
~z .  
Proof of 1 (only if part). Suppose that ECWA(n"; P; ~;  Z) ~ z. We will 
prove that no (P; Z)-minimal model M of n" exists such that M ~ g~/x ... /x gh, 
thus proving that K= g~/x ... /x gh is ECWA-ffn in (~"; P; ~;  Z ) .  Suppose that 
such an M exists. Since ECWA(~"; P; ~;  Z) ~ z, M ~ z. We build an interpreta- 
tion M' of ~" using the following rules: 
M' ~ -nz; 
for each letter c of L' 
i fM~cthenM'~e 
Note first of all that M' assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L". 
Moreover, since M' satisfies all the clauses of ~", M' is a model of ~". Since M' 
differs from M only in the interpretation of literals in the set Z, it follows that, if 
M is a (P; Z)-minimal model of ~", then M' is a (P; Z)-minimal model of n", thus 
contradicting the hypothesis that ECWA(zF; P; ~;  Z) ~ z. 
Proof of 2 (if part). Suppose that K is not ECWA-ffn in ( zc" ;P ;~;Z) .  
Then a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ exists such that both ~" ~ B v K 
and ~" ~ B. Note that all the literals of B are positive literals of L'. Moreover, for 
the monotonicity of the relation ~,  ~' ~ B. We will now prove that ~' ~ B v K, 
thus proving that K is not EGCWA-ffn in ~'. The condition ~" ~ B v K is equiv- 
alent to ~'/~ (g~ v z)/x ... /~ (gh v z) ~ B v K, that, for the deduction theorem, is 
equivalent to ~' ~ (-qgl/x -nz) v ... v (-qgh/x - lz)  v B v K. This condition 
implies that ~ '~- -qz  v B v K and therefore, since z does not occur in e', 
~'~BvK.  
Proof of 2 (only if part). Suppose that K is not EGCWA-ffn in ~'. Then a dis- 
junction B of positive literals of L' exists such that both ~' ~ B v K and 7c' ~ B. 
Note that all the literals of B belong to P+. Moreover, for the monotonicity of the 
relation ~,  ~" ~ B v K. We now prove that z(' ~ B, thus showing K is not 
ECWA-ffn in (~" ;P ;~;Z) .  Suppose that ~" ~ B; this implies that 
~'/x (gl v z) A .-. A (gh v z) ~ B; that, for the deduction theorem, implies that 
7~' ~ ( ' - Ig  1 A -"]Z) V " "  V (-~gh A "-3Z) V B. The last condition implies that 
~' ~ ~z  v B, and therefore, since z does not occur in n', z~' ~ B, contradicting the 
above hypothesis. ] 
Finally, we consider the case of HornKrom formulae. We first deal with clause 
inference in HornKrom formulae with Z = ~ and then with the literal inference in 
HornKrom formulae with no restrictions on Q and Z. 
THeOReM 17. ~NF-~CWA[HK, CLA~S~, Z= ~-1 is co-NP-hard. 
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Proof We reduce the unsatisfiability problem to our problem by exhibiting a 
polynomial mapping from any CNF formula ~ to a HornKrom formula re' on the 
alphabet L', a partition (P ;  Q> of L', and a clause -nK, such that rc is unsatisfiable 
iff ECWA0z ' ;  P ;  Q; ~)  ~ -TK. 
Let ~z be a CNF  formula on the alphabet L and let L '  be Lu  {~TlasL} u {g~l?g 
is a clause of ~ }. We define re' on the alphabet L '  according to the following rules : 
1. for each letter a of L, there is a clause -7 a v -7 ~ in re'; 
2. for each clause ?~= ~wa v ... v -nw, v W,+l v ... v Wn+rn in ~, there 
are n+m clauses ~ v g~, ..., --7 w---~ v gi, --7w~+a v ge, ..., -Tw,+~ v gi in re'. 
Note that the above mapping from ~ to ~' is clearly polynomial and re' is a 
HornKrom formula. Let K be the conjunction g l /x  ... /x gh, where ga, ..., gh are 
all the letters of L '  corresponding to the clauses in zt. Let P be the set of letters 
{g~l 7e is a clause of re} and Q be the set of letters L'\P. We will prove that: 
1. given a model M of re, we can build a disjunction B whose literats belong 
to P +UQ +UQ such that bothTr '~BvKandT~'~¢ B; 
2. given a disjunction B whose literals belong to P + u Q + u Q-  such that 
both re' ~ B v K and 7r' ~¢ B, we can build a model M of re. 
Therefore, the conjunction K is not ECWA-ffn in (re'; P ;  Q; ~)  iff ~z is satisfiable. 
Taking into account that --7K is a disjunction and ECWA(~r'; P ;  Q; ~)  ~ -nK iff 
K is ECWA-ffn in <rc'; P ;  Q; ~>,  it follows that ECWA(~' ;  P ;  Q; ~)  ~ --nK iff rc 
is unsatisfiable. 
Proof of 1. Let M be a model of re, and let B be a clause on the alphabet L '  
defined as follows: 
for each letter a of L 
if M ~ a, then 7 a is in B; 
if M ~ 7 a, then 7 ~ is in B. 
Note first that all the literals of B belong to Q-  Since for each letter a of L, -7 a, 
-78 cannot occur together in B, rc'~¢ B. Moreover, since for each clause 
7i = 7wl  v -.- v -Tw, v wn+~ v ... v Wn+m in 7r it holds that M ~ 7i, at least 
one literal among -7 ~ ..... --7 W--'n, 7 W n + 1 .... , "7 W n + m Occurs in B. Therefore for 
each i (1 ~< i<~h), it holds that re' ~ B v gi, where g~ corresponds to ?~. This implies 
that~ '~BvK.  
Proof of 2. Let B be a disjunction whose literals belong to P+u Q+u Q- 
such that both re' ~ B v K and re' ~¢ B. We build an interpretation M of zc using 
the following rule: 
for each letter a of L 
if ~ a occurs in B, then M ~ a 
else M ~ -7 a. 
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Note first that M assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L. Suppose that 
M is not a model of n and a clause 7i= -7wl v -.- v -Twn v wn+l v -.- v Wn+m 
of rC exists such that M ~¢ yi. This implies that ~wa,  ..., -Tw~ occur in B and that 
w~ + 1, ---, w~ + m do not occur in B. Since rF [4 B, the first conditions imply that 
-7 w--~, ..., --7 w---~ do not occur in B. Therefore n' 1¢ B v g~, where g~ corresponds to 
yg, but this contradicts the hypothesis that n' ~ B v K. | 
THEOREM 18. INF-ECWA[HK, LIT] is co-NP-hard. 
Proof We refer to the proof of Theorem 17, reducing the problem of determin- 
ing if ECWA(T; P; Q; ~)  ~ 7, where T is  a HornKrom formula and 7 is a clause, 
to our problem. 
Let L, L', ga, ..., gh, K, P, Q, ~, ~z' be as in the proof of Theorem 17 and let L" 
be L' u {z}, with z not appearing in L'. We define ~" on the alphabet L" according 
to the following rules: 
1. each clause of 7~' is a clause of re"; 
2. for each literal g~ (1 <~i<~h), there is the clause g; v -7z in ~". 
Note that the above mapping from zt' to re" is clearly polynomial and zc" is a 
HornKrom formula. Let Z be the set of letters L" \ (Pu  Q), i.e., Z - -  {z}. We will 
prove that: 
1. ECWA(~"; P; Q; Z)  ~ ~z  iff K is ECWA-ffn in <~"; P; Q; Z>;  
2. K i s  ECWA-ffn in (T r " ;P ;Q;Z)  i f fK i s  ECWA-ffn in ( rc ' ;P ;Q;~>.  
Therefore, ECWA(rc"; P; Q; Z) ~ ~z  iff K is ECWA-ffn in (Tz'; P; Q; ~) .  
Taking into account hat K is  ECWA-ffn in (~' ;  P; Q; ~Z~> iff ~ is unsatisfiable (see 
Theorem 17), it follows that ECWA(~"; P; Q; z )  ~ -Tz iff ~z is unsatisfiable. 
Proof of 1 (if part). Suppose that K= gl/x ... /x gh is ECWA-ffn in 
Oz" ; P; Q; Z>. It follows that, for each (P;Z)-minimal  model M of ~z", 
M ~ - lg  a v .-. v "-7g h. Since ga v --7z, ..., gh v --7z are clauses of ~", we have 
that M ~ gl v -Tz ..... M ~ gh V TZ. Therefore M ~ ~z,  implying that 
ECWA(~" ;P ;  Q;Z)  ~ ~z. 
Proof of i (only if part). Suppose that ECWA(~"; P; Q; Z) ~ ~ z. We will 
prove that no (P; Z)-minimal model M of zc" exists such that M ~ ga A ... A gh, 
thus proving that K= gl A -.. A gh is ECWA-ffn in <zc"; P; Q; Z>. Suppose that 
such an M exists. Since ECWA(zc"; P; Q; z )  ~ ~z,  it follows that M ~ -lz. We 
build an interpretation M '  of ~" using the following rules : 
M'bz ;  
for each letter c of L' 
i fM~cthenM'~c  
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Note first that M' assigns exactly one truth value to each letter of L". Moreover, 
since M' satisfies all the clauses of n", M' is a model of ~". Since M' differs from 
M only in the interpretation of literals in the set Z, it follows that, if M is a (P; Z)- 
minimal model of W', then M' is a (P; Z)-minimal model of ~", thus contradicting 
the hypothesis that ECWA(n"; P; Q; Z) ~ ~z. 
Proof of 2 (if part). Suppose that K is not ECWA-ffn in (re"; P; Q;Z).  Then 
a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+u Q+u Q-  exists such that both 
~" ~ B v K and re" ~¢ B. For the monotonicity of the relation ~,  n' ~¢ B. We will 
now prove that ~ '~ B v K, thus proving that K is not ECWA-ffn in 
(~z'; P; Q; ~) .  The condition re" ~ B v K is equivalent to ~'/x (gl v -nz) A ... 
A (ghv-nz )  ~BvK;  that, for the deduction theorem, is equivalent to 
re' ~ (--qgl/x z) v ... v (~gh/x z) v B v K. The last condition implies that 
re' ~ z v B v K and therefore, since z does not occur in re', 7c' ~ B v K. 
Proof of 2 (only if part). Suppose that K is not ECWA-ffn in (W;P ;  Q; ~ ). 
Then a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ • Q + w Q-  exists such that both 
re' ~ B v K and n' ~ B. For the monotonicity of the relation ~,  re" ~ B v K. We 
will now prove that ~z"~¢ B, thus proving that K is not ECWA-ffn in 
(W'; P; Q; Z>. Suppose that re" ~ B. This implies that re'/x (gl v -nz)/x ... /x 
(gh v -nz) ~ B; that, for the deduction theorem, implies that n' ~ (-ng~ A z) v 
• .. v (=gh/~ z) v B. The last condition implies that re' ~ z v B and therefore, 
since z does not occur in re', ~' ~ B, contradicting the former hypothesis. I 
6.2. Tractable Cases 
In this subsection we deal with the classes of formulae where ECWA and cir- 
cumscription can be computed in polynomial time. To the best of our knowledge, 
the results presented here are the first tractability results on ECWA and cir- 
cumscription, with the exception of the polynomial time algorithm for CWA in 
Horn formulae. 
We first analyze two tractable cases of literal inference, concerning Definite 
formulae with Z = ~ and Krom formulae with Z = ~,  respectively. 
THEOREM 19. INF-ECWA[DEF, LIT, Z = ~]  can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof Note first that, by Fact5, if l belongs to P+uQ+uQ -, then 
ECWA(T ;P ;Q;Z)~I  iff T~l .  If l belongs to P - ,  then, by Fact4, 
ECWA(T; P; Q; ~)  ~ l iff ~ l  is CCWA-ffn in (T;  P; Q; ~) .  Checking if -1l is 
CCWA-ffn in (T;  P; Q; ~)  can be done in polynomial time (see Theorem 8). I 
THEOREM 20. INF-ECWA[KROM, LIT, Z = ~]  can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof Note first that, by Fact5, if l belongs to P+uQ+uQ -, then 
ECWA(T ;P ;Q; (3 )~I  iff T~I .  If I belongs to P - ,  then, by Fact4, 
ECWA(T; P; Q; ~)  ~ I iff -~l is CCWA-ffn in (T;  P; Q; Z>.  Checking if -~l is 
CCWA-ffn in (T; P; Q; ~> can be done in polynomial time (see Theorem 9). | 
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As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the above theorem gives a polynomial result for 
inference under EGCWA. 
COROLLARY 21. INF-EGCWA[KROM, LIT] can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof Use Theorem 20 and Fact 2. I 
We now show that clause inference in Horn formulae with Q = ~ is solvable in 
polynomial time. 
THEOREM 22. INF-ECWA[HORN, CLAUSE, Q=~Z~] can be solved in polynomial 
time. 
Proof Since Q = ~,  the ECWA-ffn formulae are constituted by literals from P. 
By Fact 6, we can consider, without loss of generality, only those ECWA-ffn 
formulae which are conjunction of literals from P+. Let Pl ..... p, be n literals 
from P+. We prove that: 
1. for each i (l<~i<~n)piis ECWA-ffn in (T ;P ;~;Z)  iff T~¢ pi; 
2. P l  A . . .  A Pn  is ECWA-ffn in ( T; P; ~ ; Z ) i f fat least onep~ (l~<i~<n) 
is ECWA-fffn in (T;  P; ~;  Z ) .  
Therefore, the application of the ECWA to (T ;P ;  ~;Z)  results always in 
adding to T unit clauses of the form --7 p, where p ~ P + is an ECWA-ffn literal in 
(T;  P; ~;  Z )  (point 2). Note that this fact implies that applying the ECWA to 
(T;  P; ~;  Z )  is equivalent to applying the CCWA to the same formula. It follows 
that ECWA(T; P; ~;  Z) is a Horn formula whose size is O(IZ[ + [P]). Moreover, 
determining whether a given literal peP + is ECWA-ffn in (T;  P; ~;  Z )  can be 
done in polynomial time by checking whether T ~ p holds (point 1). 
Proof of 1. The only if part is trivial. We now show that the if part is true; 
that is, if for each pEP +, T ~ p, then p is ECWA-ffn in (T; P; ~;  Z) .  Suppose 
the contrary; that is, T ~¢ p, and a disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ exists 
such that both T ~# B and T ~ B v p. Since T is a Horn formula, the clauses 
minimally derivable from T contain at most one positive literal. Therefore, 
if both T~ B and T~Bvp,  then T~p,  thus contradicting the above 
hypothesis. 
Proof of 2. The if part is trivial. We now show that the only if part is true, 
that is, if for each i (1 ~< i<~n) Pi is not ECWA-ffn in (T; P; ~;  Z ) ,  then Pl A .-- 
A p, is not ECWA-ffn in (T;  P; ~;  Z) .  If each p; (1 <~ i<~n) is not ECWA-ffn in 
(T ;P ; f~;Z) ,  then T~ p~ (see the proof of point 1). Therefore T~ Pl A ... 
^ p,, and Pl A ... A p, is clearly not ECWA-ffn in (T;  P; ~;  Z ) .  I 
As mentioned in Section 5.2, the above theorem gives a polynomial result for 
inference under CCWA. 
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COROLLARY 23. INF-CCWA[HORN, CLAUSE, Q = ~]  can be solved in polynomial 
time. 
Proof  As shown in the proof of Theorem 22 above, applying the ECWA to 
(T; P; ~;  Z) ,  where T is Horn, is equivalent to applying the CCWA to the same 
formula. | 
The whole method for checking if ECWA(T ;P ;~ZJ ;Z)~ ~ is represented 
by Algorithm HornECWA, shown in Fig. 9, which runs in polynomial time. 
According to Corollary23, the same algorithm can be used for checking if 
CCWA(T; P; ~;  Z) ~ y. 
In the rest of this section we concentrate our attention on the last problem left 
for ECWA, namely, inference in HornKrom- formulae. In the following we make 
use of the fact that the clauses minimally derivable from a HornKrom- formula 
contain at most two literals. At most one of such literals is positive and at most one 
is negative. 
We show that ECWA inference is polynomial for HornKrom- formulae. In 
order to prove this result, we need four lemmas. 
LE~MA 24. Let ( T; P; Q; Z ) be a HornKrom-  formula, and let 
k=p l  ^ ... /x Pl/x --nql /~ ... /x ~qm /X qm+l A .." A qm+n be a conjunction of  
literals, with {Pl ..... p,}~_P, and {ql ..... qm, qm+l  .. . .  ,qm+n}~__Q.  Then k is 
ECWA- f fn  in (T ;P ;Q;Z)  i f f  either k '=p l  /x ...  /x pl /x--nql  /x ...  /x ~qm or 
k"= --nql /x ... /~ --nqm/~ qm+~ /~ "'" /x qm+n is ECWA- f fn  in (T ;P ;  Q;Z) .  
Proof  The tf part is trivial. For the only if  part, we suppose that k is ECWA-ffn 
in (T; P; Q; Z )  and that both k' and k" are not ECWA-ffn in (T; P; Q; Z) ,  and 
show that this leads to a contradiction. 
If k' is not ECWA-ffn in (T; P; Q; Z) ,  then a clause B whose literals belong to 
P+ u Q + • Q- exists such that both T ~ B v k' and T ~ B. The first condition 
Input a Horn formula (T; P; ~;  Z )  and a clause V 
Output true, if ECWA(T; P; ~;  Z) ~ y, false otherwise 
begin 
T' := T; 
for each pep + 
do (* if p is ECWA-ffn then ~ p 
i fT~ p 
then T' := T '~ {~p};  
return T' ~ Y 
end. 
is added to T *) 
FIG. 9. Algorithm HornECWA. 
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implies that the following conditions hold : T ~ B v p~ .... , T ~ B v Pt, T ~ B v 
-nql, ..., T ~ B v ~q, , .  Note that we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
T ~ pl .... , T ~ Pl, T ~¢ -nql, ..., T ~¢ "-lqm (otherwise we can delete from k' every 
literal which is derivable from T, and the resulting conjunction is ECWA-ffn in 
(T ;  P; Q ;Z)  iff the original is). Therefore, the above conditions imply that: 
1. at least l negative literals --nrl .... , ~rz- -poss ib ly  not distinct--occur in B 
such that T~ 7r l  v Pl, --., T~ nr lv  Pl; note that {~r l  ..... -qr l}c--Q-;  
2. at least m positive literals s~, ..., Sm--possibly not distinct--occur in B such 
that T ~ s lv  --nql, ..., T ~ s,, v --lqm. 
We now prove that T~-nr lv  ..- v -nrzvq~v ... vqm. This implies that 
there exist i, j (1 ~< i ~< l, 1 ~< j ~< m) such that T ~ ~ ri v qj. Since T ~ sj v -1 qj, 
then T ~ sj v ~ ri, and the hypothesis that T ~¢ B is contradicted. 
Note first that T~¢ -nk"; otherwise k" is ECWA-ffn in (T ;P ;  Q ;Z)  and the 
former hypothesis is contradicted. Note also that -~k"=q~v . . .  V qmV 
--qqm+~ V . . .  V -qqm+n" Let C be the disjunction ~r  I v -.. v -qr~v ~k".  Note 
that all the literals of C belong to Q + w Q-  and T ~ C v k. Since k is ECWA-ffn 
in (T ;  P; Q; Z ) ,  it follows that T ~ C, and therefore T ~ --nr~ v .-- v --nrz v 
q~ v -..qm. I 
LEMMA 25. Let (T ;  P; Q ; Z )  be a HornKrom- formula, and let k = P l A . . .  
A Pl A mql  A ... A -nqm be a conjunction with {Pl, ..., Pl} ~ P and 
{ql, ..., qm} ~--Q. Then k is ECWA-f fn  in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  iff at least one of the con- 
junctions k i= pi /~ -nqx A ... A --'lqm (1  ~ i <~ l) is ECWA-f fn  in ( T; P; Q; Z ) .  
Proof. The f part is trivial. For the only if part, we suppose that k is ECWA-ffn 
in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  and that each ki (1 ~< i~< l) is not ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  and 
show that this leads to a contradiction. 
If ki (1 ~< i~< l) is not ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; Z ) ,  then a clause B~ whose literals 
belong to P+ cJ Q+ u Q-  exists such that both T ~ B~ v k i and T ~¢ B;. The first 
condition implies that T ~ B~ v pc, T ~ B~ v -nq~, ..., T ~ B~ v -qqm" Note that 
we can assume, without loss of generality, that T ~¢ pi, T ~¢ 7q~ ..... T ~ --lqm. 
Therefore, the above conditions imply that: 
1. at least one negative literal --nr~ occurs in B~ such that T ~ -qri v pi; note 
that -nr~e Q-  ; 
2. at least m positive literals s], ..., s~--possibly not distinct--occur in B~ such 
i i that T~s  lv - -nq l  .... , T~s  mv--nqm. 
Let B be the disjunction -7 r l v ..- v -n rt v q l v " ' 'qm, where each r~ (1 ~<i~< l) 
corresponds to k~. Since T ~ B v k, and k is ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; z ) ,  T ~ B. 
This implies that there exist i, j (1 ~<i~</, 1 ~<j~< m) such that T ~ -Tre v qj. We 
noted before that the hypothesis that ki (1~<i~</) is not ECWA-ffn in 
(T ;  P; Q; Z )  implies that a literal sj (1 <<,j<~m) exists such that T ~ s~ v -nqj. 
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This implies that T ~ sj v ~r~, thus contradicting the hypothesis that T ~ B~ 
holds. | 
LEMMA 26. Let ( T; P; Q; Z )  be a HornKrom- formula and let 7 be a clause. 
Then ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 iff at least one of the following properties hold: 
1. T~ 7; 
2. a conjunction k=p /x ~ql  /~ "'" /x --nqm exists such that peP ,  
{ql,..., q,~} ~Q, k is ECWA-ffn in (T ;P ;  Q;Z)  and T~ ~ v k. 
Proof The if part is trivial. For the only if part, observe that Fact 6 states that 
if ECWA(T ;P ;  Q;Z)  ~ ~, then n (n/>0) conjunctions kl, ...,kn whose literals 
belong to P+ u Q+ ~ Q-  exist such that kx ..... kn are ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  
and T~TVk lV  --- vkn .  
Note first that we can assume without loss of generality that at least one literal 
from P+ occurs in each ki (l~<i~<n); otherwise, by Fact 5, T~ -qki holds and 
T ~ 7 v k 1 v ... v k~_~ v ki+l v ... v k n. Therefore, by Lemmas 24 and 25, we 
can assume without loss of generality that exactly one literal from P+ occurs in 
each ki (1 ~< i<.n), while the remaining literals belong to Q- .  
If n ~< 1, then the theorem is proven. We now show that if n > 1, it is impossible 
that for each i (1 ~< i~n),  T ~¢ 7 v ki. If T ~ 7 v k i, then a literal a~ occurs in k~ 
such that T~ 7 v a~. Rewriting the condition T ~ 7 v kl v ... v kn--which 
belongs to our set of hypotheses--in conjunctive normal form, it follows that 
T ~ ~ v al v ... v a n. Taking into account hat the clauses minimally derivable in 
T contain at most two literals, it follows that T ~ a~ v ... v a n. Therefore, two 
literals ai, aj (l<~i,j<~n) exist such that T~ a~ v aj, T~¢ a~, and T~¢ aj. One of 
these literals is positive, the other is negative. Taking into account he structure of 
each k~, and in order to simplify the notation, we assume that i=  1 and a~ = --nqx 
(qx6Q+), j=2,  and a2=p2 (p2~P+). 
Since T~-~qa v P2 and T~ -7ql, it follows that P2 is not ECWA-ffn in 
(T ;  P; Q; Z ) .  Therefore k2 must be of the form P2/x k;, where k; is a non-empty 
conjunction whose literals belong to Q- .  
We now prove that T ~ ~q~ v --nk;. Note that --nk; is a disjunction whose 
literals belong to Q+. Since both T ~ --qql v P2 and T ~ k~ v -qk~, T ~ (P2/x k~) 
v (~q l  v ~k; ) ,  that is, T ~ k2 v (-7ql v -~k;). Therefore, if T ~ --nqa v -qk; 
does not hold, then the hypothesis that k2 is ECWA-ffn in (T ;P ;  Q ;Z)  is 
contradicted. 
T ~ -qq~ v -qk; implies that a literal q2 E Q+ occurs in ~k ;  such that T ~ -qq~ 
v q2. Note that T~¢ ~q~ v 7; otherwise the hypothesis that T~ ~q l  v 7 is 
contradicted. 
Let us summarize all the facts we have proven so far: a literal -7 ql ~ Q occurs 
in kl such that T~¢ ~q lv7 ;  a literal - -qq~Q-  occurs in k~ such that 
T~ "qqzV~; a literal a i~P+wQ occurs in each k~ (3~<i~<n) such that 
T~ ~a ivy .  
571/48/2-7 
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Rewriting the condition T ~ ~ v k~ v ... v k, - -which belongs to our set of 
hypotheses--in conjunctive normal form, it follows that T ~ 7 v ~q l  v -lq2 v 
a3 v ... v a~. Taking into account that the clauses minimally derivable from T 
contain at most two literals, we have that T ~ --nql v --qq2 v a 3 v ... v a,.  This 
implies that at least one of the following conditions hold: 
1. T~-qq ,  va~forsomei (3<~i<<.n) ;  
2. T~ - 'qq2va~forsome i(3<~i<~n); 
3. T~a iva j fo rsomei ,  j (3<~i, j<~n).  
In the first two cases we can prove with a similar argument that a literal -7 q3 E 
Q-  occurs in k 3 such that both T ~ ? v -qq3 and T ~ 7 v --nql v --lq2 v ~q3 v 
a 4 v . . .  V an. In the third case we can prove with a similar argument that a literal 
-~q3 s Q-  and a literal --qq4 ~ Q-  occur in k3 and k4, respectively, such that 
T~ 7v--qq3 , T ~ ~ v -~q4 , and T ~ ~ v --qql v --qq2 v "-qq3 v --qq4 v as v ... 
v a,. Therefore, after at most n -2  iterations, we can prove that n literals 
-qql,..., -qq~Q-  exist such that ~q~ occurs in k~ (l<~i~<n), T~ ? v --qql v .-- 
v -qq,, and for each i, T ~¢ ? v --nq~. This implies that T ~ ~q,  v -.. v ~q, .  
Since a clause minimally derivable in T cannot contain two negative literals, this is 
a contradiction. | 
LEMMA 27. Let (T ;  P; Q; Z> be a HornKrom-  formula, and let k= p A -lq~ 
A . . .  /x -qqm be a conjunction w i thp~P,  {ql ..... qm}~_Q andT~¢ p, T~ ql,..., 
T~¢ qm" Let ~={- -nd~Q-[T~ pv- -qd}  and Jg={-qdeQ- [~ j ( l< . j<~m):  
T ~ qj v -qd}. Then k is ECWA- f fn  in (T ;  P; Q; Z> i f f£ f  ~_~.  
Proof. (Only if part) Suppose that 5~ ~ J/{ and let - ld  be a literal in 5¢\Jg.  
Let B be the disjunction ql v ... v qm V --'ld. Note that each literal of B belongs 
to Q+ uQ- .  Since ~d¢~,  it follows that T~ B. Moreover, T~ (ql v ..- v qm 
v -qd) v (p/x  ~q l  A " "  A " - lqm) ,  that is, T ~ B v k. Therefore k is not ECWA- 
ffn in (T ;  P; Q; z ) .  
(If part). Suppose that k is not ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; Z ) .  It follows that a 
disjunction B whose literals belong to P+ w Q+ w Q-  exists such that both T ~ B 
and T ~ B v k. The last condition implies that: 
1. a literal --7 de  Q-  occurs in B such that T ~ p v -1 d; 
2. m literals r j (1 <<. j <<. m) ~ P + w Q +-poss ib ly  not distinct--occur in B such 
that T ~ ~ qj v rj. 
Note that ~ d belongs to ~.  We now prove that ~ d does not belong to ~/, thus 
showing that ~T ~ J/{. 
Suppose that --qd belongs to Jg and T~ qj v ~d for somej  ( l~<j~m) .  Since 
a literal rj occurs in B such that T ~ -1 qj v r j, it follows that T ~ -7 d v r j, thus 
contradicting the hypothesis that T ~ B. | 
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THEOREM 28. INF -ECWA[HK- ,  CLAUSE'] can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proof  Let H be the conjunction Pl /x ... /x Pl ^ - lq ,  /x ... /x -qqm, where 
{Px .... , Pl} -- P, {q~ ..... qm} ~ Q, such that a literal l occurs in H iff both T ~¢ l and 
T~Ivy .  
We prove that ECWA(T; P; Q; z )D  2 iff either T D 7, or H is ECWA-ffn in 
(T ;  P; Q ;Z  ). The tf part is trivial. For the only i f  part we recall Lemma 26: if 
both ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) D 7 and T D y, then a conjunction k=p A '-qq,/x ... 
/x --qq~ exists such that peP ,  {qa .... , qr} ~ Q, k is ECWA-ffn in (T ;  P; Q; Z )  and 
T ~ 7 v k. If such a formula k exists, then it must be a subconjunction of H; 
therefore H is ECWA-ffn in ( T; P; Q ; z ). 
Hence, in order to determine whether ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) D 7, we first check 
whether T D ~, and, if not, we build the above formula H. Note that, since the 
clauses which are minimally derivable from a HornKrom-  formula contain at most 
one positive literal and at most one negative literal, H can be constructed in poly- 
nomial time by checking, for each positive literal x of 7, if there exists a y e Q such 
that x v y is minimally derivable from T and, for each negative literal z of ~, if there 
exists a w e P+ such that z v w is minimally derivable from T. 
Input a HornKrom-  formula (T;  P;  Q; Z ) ,  
and a clause y= --qr 1 v . . .  v 7 r  u v s I v , . .  v s v 
Output true, if ECWA(T; P;  Q; Z) ~ y, false otherwise 
begin 
i f T~y 
then return true 
else begin 
(* build H *) 
H:=~;  
for i :=1  to u 
do H:=H~o {p j~P+[T~ ~r  i v Pb, T ~ p;}; 
for i :=1  to v 
do H:=Hv3{~qjEQ [T~ s iv  ~q j  , T~ ~q j} ;  
(* build de' *) 
~=Z 
for each ~ qb ~ H 
do dC :=Mgw {~deQ- [  T~ qj v ~d};  
(* check if H= pl /x ... /x p~ /x "qqa /x ... A ~q,~ is free for negation *) 
for each pi ~ H 
do begin 
(* check ifpi A ~q l  A ... /~ ~qm is free for negation *) 
~i :={~d~Q- lT~ p iv  ~d};  
then return true 
end ; 
return false 
end 
end. 
FIG. 10. Algorithm HornKrom-ECWA. 
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Now the problem reduces to one of checking H for freeness for negation. By 
Lemma 25, in order for H to be free for negation, there must exist one i (1 ~< i~< l) 
such that k i=p,  A -qql A ... A --qqn is SO. By Lemma 27, an efficient method for 
performing such a test is based on the idea of building the l+ 1 sets 
= {-~de Q- I~J (1 <~j<~m): T ~ qj v -nd}, and ~= {-nds Q- IT  ~ p iv  ~d} 
(1 ~ i~< l) and checking whether ~ c j / .  Note that such sets can be computed in 
polynomial time. | 
Taking into account he above result, we can solve the inference problem under 
ECWA in HornKrom- formulae by means of the polynomial time algorithm 
HornKrom-ECWA shown in Fig. 10. 
7. SUMMARY 
In this section we summarize all the complexity results presented in the 
previous sections. The results are summarized in three tables, where each table 
has an entry for each form of closed world assumption (including subcases 
for Q=~ and Z=~)  and for each class of formulae. Every entry in the 
tables contains a pointer to either a theorem of this paper or an item in the 
references. Multiple references occur for those cases that are proven by distinct 
results. 
Before presenting the summary, it is interesting to analyze the various forms of 
CWR with respect o the possibility of inferring new positive clauses. We remind 
the reader that the main motivation leading to the study of CCWA and ECWA was 
the impossibility for previous forms of closed world reasoning, namely, CWA, 
GCWA, and EGCWA, of inferring from a formula T any positive clause that is not 
monotonically derivable by T. The following propositions state a number of results 
which allow us to establish whether new positive clauses are derivable or not using 
a given CWR-rule. 
The first proposition states that, as we said before, no new positive clause 
can be inferred from a propositional formula using the simple forms of 
CWR. 
PROPOSITION 29 1-26, 29, 30, 40]. Let T be a formula and let 7 be a positive 
clause. Then the following properties hold: 
1. IfCWA(T) is satisfiable, then CWA(T) ~ 7 iff T ~ 7; 
2. if the WGCWA is applicable to T, then WGCWA(T) ~ 7 /ff T ~ 7; 
3. GCWA(T) 1:= 7 IffEGCWA(T) [= 7 i f fT~ 7. | 
The next proposition states that new positive clauses cannot be inferred from a 
propositional formula (T; P; (2; Z )  where Z = ~,  even using the strongest forms 
of CWR. 
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PROPOSITION 30 [13, 14]. Let (T;  P; Q; (2~) be a formula, and let 7 be a 
positive clause. Then (CCWA(T; P; Q; ~)  ~ 7) iff (ECWA(T; P; Q; ~)  ~ ~) iff 
(T~7). 
We now show that no CWR-rule allows us to derive new positive clauses from 
a Horn formula. 
PROPOSITION 31. Let (T ;P ;Q;Z)  be a Horn formula, and let 7 be a 
positive clause. Then (CCWA(T;P;  Q;Z)  ~ 7) /ff ECWA(T ,P ;  Q;Z)  ~ ~) iff 
( r~ ~). 
Proof Let us consider the case of ECWA. The argument for CCWA is similar. 
The if part is trivial. For the only if part, we know by Fact6 that 
ECWA(T; P; Q; Z) ~ 7 implies that there exist n (n/>0) conjunctions kl ..... kn of 
literals belonging to P+uQ+wQ - such that kl .... ,kn are ECWA-ffn in 
(T ;P ;  Q;Z) ,  and T~ 7 v kl v .-- v k n. By Fact5 we can assume that at least 
one literal Pi from P+ occurs in each ki (l~<i~<n). Moreover, we can assume 
without loss of generality that T~¢ pi. Now, since T~ 7 v k~ v .-. v k,, it 
follows that T ~ 7 v pa v -.. v p,.  Since T is Horn and 7 is positive, this implies 
that T ~ 7. | 
Finally, we show that when the formula ( T; P; Q; Z )  contains clauses with at 
least two positive literals, then it is possible to infer new positive clauses by using 
both CCWA and ECWA, even if Q = ~.  
PROPOSITION 32. Let ( T; P; (25;Z) be a formula such that T contains clauses 
with at least two positive literals, and let 7 be a positive clause. Then it is possible that 
both (T ~¢ 7) and (CCWA(T; P; Q; z) ~ 7), even if Q = ~.  
Proof Let T be the formula constituted by the single clause (p v z), and let 
P= {p}, Z= {z}. It is easy to see thatp  is CCWA-ffn in (T ;  P; ~;  Z) .  Therefore 
CCWA(T; P; ~:2~; Z) ~ z, but T ~¢ z. A similar argument applies both when Q # ~Z~ 
holds and when we deal with the ECWA. | 
Table 1 summarizes the above results. The symbol " - -"  means "non-applicable." 
The symbol YES means that new positive clauses are inferrable, whereas the sym- 
bol NO means that new positive clauses cannot be inferred, with the exception of 
the CWA row, where the symbol NO means that if the CWA of a formula is consis- 
tent, then no new positive clause is inferred from the closure. Obviously, new 
positive clauses are derivable from an inconsistent closure. 
Tables II, III, and IV summarize the complexity results for all the forms of CWR 
and for all the classes of propositional formulae discussed in this paper. In all these 
tables, the symbol " - -"  means "non-applicable." 
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TABLE I 
Can the Method Infer Positive Clauses 
(as Opposed to Only Negative Clauses)? 
HORN KROM DEF HK HK- 2POSK DHORN DHK 
Pos ~< 1 1 ~< 1 ~< 1 2 
Neg ~ 1 0 ~ 1 ~< 1 
Tot ~<2 ~<2 ~<2 2 ~<2 
CWA NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 
GCWA NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 
WGCWA - -  - -  NO - -  - -  NO NO NO 
Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 
EGCWA NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 Pr 29 
CCWA NO YES NO NO NO YES YES YES 
Q = ~Z~ Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 32 Pr 32 
CCWA NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Z=~ Pr30,31 Pr30 Pr30,31 Pr30,31 Pr30,31 Pr30 Pr30 Pr30 
CCWA NO YES NO NO NO YES YES YES 
Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 32 Pr 32 
ECWA NO YES NO NO NO YES YES YES 
Q = ~ Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 32 Pr 32 
ECWA NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
Z=~ Pr30,31 Pr30 Pr30,31 Pr30,31 Pr30,31 Pr30 Pr30 Pr30 
ECWA NO YES NO NO NO YES YES YES 
Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 31 Pr 32 Pr 32 Pr 32 
Table II deals with the complexity of clause inference. The symbol P means 
"polynomial," and the symbol eoNPh means "co-NP-hard." 
Table III deals with the complexity of literal inference. Obviously, each entry P 
in Table II is also a P in this table. Note that there are eoNPh entries in Table II 
that are P in this table. 
Table IV deals with the upper bound of the complexity of clause inference. The 
symbol P means membership in P, the symbol eoNP means membership in co-NP 
(note that in the previous tables eoNPh is a lower bound), whereas the symbol 
pNP[O(log n)] means  membership in pNP[O(log n)] 
The first three rows of each table remind the syntax of each class of formulae. For 
example, in the case of HornKrom(HK), the three rows indicate that the clauses 
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TABLE II 
Complexity of Clause Inference for the 
Various Syntactic Classes and CWR Rules 
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HORN KROM DEF HI( HK-  2POSK DHORN DHK 
Pos ~< 1 1 ~< 1 ~< 1 2 
Neg ~< 1 0 ~< 1 ~< 1 
Tot ~<2 ~<2 ~<2 2 ~<2 
CWA P P P P P P 
[1] [1] l-l] Th2 Th2 Th2 
WGCWA P - -  P P P 
[29] [29] [29] [29] 
GCWA P P P P P P coNPh P 
Th 2, 22 C 10 Th 2, 8 Th 2, 22 Th 2, 22 C 10 Th 3 C 10 
[13 Th22,[13 C10,1I]  CI0,[13 
EGCWA P coNPh P P P coNPh coNPh coNPh 
Th 2, 22 Th 5 Th 2, 22 Th 2, 22 Th 2, 22 Wh 5 C 4, Th 5 Th 5 
[1] [1] [1] Th28, [1] 
CCWA P P P P P P coNPh P 
Q=~ C23 Th9 Th8, C23 Th9, C23 Th9, C23 Th9 C6 Th9 
CCWA coNPh P P P P P coNPh P 
Z = ~ Th 7 Th 9 Th 8 Th 9 Th 9 Th 9 C 6 Th 9 
CCWA coNPh P P P P P coNPh P 
Th 7 Th 9 Th 8 Th 9 Th 9 Th 9 C 6 Th 9 
ECWA P coNPh P P P coNPh coNPh coNPh 
Q=~Z~ Th22 C12, Th16 Th8,22 Th22 Th22,28 C12, Th16 Cl1,12 C12 
Th 16 Th 16 
ECWA coNPh coNPh coNPh coNPh P coNPh coNPh coNPh 
Z=~ C13 C 12, Th 17 Thl4 Thl7 Th28 C12 C 11, 12 C12 
Th 14, 17 
ECWA coNPh coNPh coNPh coNPh P coNPh coNPh coNPh 
C13, Th14 C12, Th16 Th14,15 Th17,18 Th28 C12, Th16 Cl1,12 C12 
Th 15, 17, 18 Th 17, 18 Th 16 Th 16 
P P 
[1] Th 2 
have at most one positive literal and at most two literals. Looking at the four 
tables, we observe that: 
1. In the cases where new positive clauses are derivable, the inference 
problem is tractable only under CCWA, in particular for all classes of formulae 
except DualHorn. On the other hand, the problem is always intractable under 
ECWA. 
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TABLE III 
Complexity of Literal Inference for the 
Various Syntactic Classes and CWR Rules 
HORN KROM DEF HK HK- 2POSK DHORN DHK 
Pos ~ 1 1 ~< 1 ~< 1 2 
Neg ~< 1 0 ~< 1 ~< 1 
Tot ~<2 ~<2 ~<2 2 ~2 
CWA P P P P 
[ 11 Th 2 Th 2 Th 2 
WGCWA P P P P 
[291 [29] [291 [29] 
GCWA P P P P P P coNPh P 
Th 2, 22 C 10 Th 2, 8 Th 2, 22 Th 2, 22 C 10 Th 3 C 10 
[11 Th 22, [11 C 10, [-11 C i0, [11 
EGCWA P p P P P P coNPh P 
Th 2, 22 C 21 Th 2, 19 Th 2, 22 Th 2, 22, 28 C 21 C 4 C 21 
[11 Th22,[11 C21,[1] C21,[11 
CCWA P p P P P P coNPh P 
Q=~ C23 Th9 Th8, C23 Th9, C23 Th9, C23 Th9 C6 Th9 
CCWA coNPh P P P P P coNPh P 
Z = .@ Th 7 Th 9 Th 8 Th 9 Th 9 Th 9 C 6 Th 9 
CCWA coNPh P P P P P coNPh P 
Th 7 Th 9 Th 8 Th 9 Th 9 Th 9 C 6 Th 9 
ECWA P coNPh P P P coNPh coNPh coNPh 
Q = .@ Th 22 Th 16 Th 22 Th 22 Th 22, 28 Th 16 C 11, Th 16 Th 16 
ECWA coNPh P P P P P coNPh P 
Z=~ C13 Th20 Thl9 Th20 Th 20, 28 Th20 C l l  Th20 
ECWA coNPh coNPh coNPh coNPh P coNPh coNPh coNPh 
C13, Th15,18 Th16,18 Thl5 Thl8 Th28 Thl6 Cl l ,Th16 Th16 
P P P P 
[11 Th2 [11 [1] 
2. There are cases where literal inference is easier than clause inference, in 
particular, for EGCWA and for ECWA with Z= ~.  Note, however, that this 
happens only for cases where new positive clauses are not derivable. 
3. Looking at the lower bounds of literal and clause inference, one can verify 
that the CCWA is in general easier than the ECWA. It seems that the characteristic 
of the CCWA of limiting the attention to free for negation literals rather than 
general formulae is a good compromise between the expressive power of the CWR 
technique and the computational complexity of the inference problem. However, 
while ECWA inference is in co-NP for all the cases considered in this paper, the 
upper bound we have established for CCWA is pNp[O(log n)]. 
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Upper Bound of the Complexity of Clause Inference for 
the Various Syntactic Classes and CWR Rules 
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HORN KROM DEF HK HK 2POSK DHORN DHK 
Pos ~< 1 1 ~< 1 ~< 1 2 
Neg ~< 1 0 ~< l ~< 1 
Tot ~<2 ~<2 ~<2 2 ~<2 
CWA P P P P P P P P 
[1] Th 2 [1] [1] [1] Th 2 Th 2 Th 2 
GCWA P p p p p p pNP[O(log n)] p 
[1] Th9 [-l] [1] [1] Th9 Th I, [-10] Th9 
WGCWA - -  - -  P - -  - -  P P P 
[29] [29] [29] [-29] 
EGCWA P coNP P P P coNP coNP coNP 
[13 Th 1 [1] [13 [13 Th 1 Th 1 Th 1 
CCWA P P P P P PS pNP[O(log n)] p 
Q = ~ Th 22 Th 9 Th 22 Th 9 Th 9 Th 9 Th 1, [10] Th 9 
CCWA pNP[O(Iog n)3 p p p p p pNP[O(Iog n)] p 
Z=~5 Th I, [10] Th9 Th8 Th9 Th9 Th9 Th 1, [10] Th9 
CCWA pNP[O(log n)] p p p p p pNP[O(log n)] p 
Th l , [10]  Th9 Th8 Th9 Th9 Th9 Th l , [10]  Th l , [10]  
ECWA P coNP P P P coNP coNP coNP 
Q = ~ Th 22 Th 1 Th 22 Th 22 Th 22 Th 1 Th i Th 1 
ECWA coNP coNP coNP coNP P coNP coNP coNP 
Z = ~ Th 1 Th 1 Th 1 Th 1 Th 28 Th 1 Th 1 Th 1 
ECWA coNP coNP coNP coNP P coNP coNP coNP 
Th i Th l Th 1 Th 1 Th 28 Th 1 Th 1 Th 1 
4. Tables  I I  and I I I  show that  there are cases where the fact that  Q- - ;25  or  
z= ~ makes  the inference prob lem easier. A l though it is shown in [5, 8]  that  we 
can always reduce in po lynomia l  t ime the ECWA inference to the case where 
Q = Z = ~,  our  complex i ty  results conf i rm that  such reduct ion  does not  preserve 
the syntact ic class of fo rmulae  in which inference is per fo rmed (for example,  a Horn  
formula  with Q ~ ~ or  zv  a ~ is t rans formed into a fo rmula  with Q = ~ or  Z--- ~Z~ 
which is not  Horn) .  
5. The presence of  fixed letters (those in Q) can be a source of  complex i ty  
both  for CCWA and ECWA.  The presence of  vary ing letters (those in Z)  is a 
source of complex i ty  only for ECWA and inference of  l iterals. 
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8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
We have presented a detailed complexity analysis of the various forms of closed 
world reasoning proposed in the literature. In particular, we have provided a com- 
plete picture of the boundary between tractability and intractability of closed world 
reasoning and circumscription for well-known fragments of propositional logic 
where monotonic inference is tractable. 
It is worth mentioning that the complexity analysis developed in the previous 
sections can be exploited for determining the complexity of other reasoning 
problems studied in artificial intelligence. We briefly mention here three of 
such problems, namely, nonmonotonic inheritance, default reasoning, and 
diagnosis. 
As a first observation, note that we can directly apply all the above results 
to the so-called inheritance networks. These are first-order CNF formulae with- 
out function symbols, in which all the predicates are unary and such that 
every formula is either a ground formula on a single constant or a universally 
quantified formula of the form Vx. ~(x), where the argument of each literal in 
is x. Such formulae can be used to formally express the knowledge about a set of 
classes, a set of objects, and a set of interdependencies among classes (such as 
A IsA B or A ISNOT B) and between objects and classes (such as a is an instance 
of A). 
It can be seen that the problem of reasoning under cicumscription on an 
inheritance network N can be reduced to that of performing deduction under the 
ECWA on a suitable propositional formula obtained from N by means of a polyno- 
mial transformation. This fact allows us not only to characterize the complexity of 
CWR on inheritance networks, but also to develop complexity results about the so- 
called nonmonotonic nheritance networks. A nonmonotonic inheritance network is 
an inheritance network with defeasible rules, where a defeasible rule is used to 
model interdependencies among classes that admit exceptions (such as: birds 
generally fly). One possible way to assign meaning to defeasible rules is in terms of 
minimization of abnormalities ( ee [21] and references therein), i.e., in terms of cir- 
cumscription. The resulting formal systems are called circumscriptive inheritance 
networks. Now, some of the results presented in this paper are used in [6] to give 
lower bounds to the complexity of performing inference on circumscriptive 
inheritance networks. 
With regard to diagnosis, Reiter gives in [32] a general methodology for solving 
the problem of diagnosing a malfunctioning system. The system is described by 
means of a logical formula SD in which the distinguished unary predicate symbol 
ABNORMAL is used to model the malfunction of a component. Observa- 
tions about the system behaviour are represented by a suitable formula OBS. 
A diagnosis is then defined as a minimal set A c_COMPONENTS such that 
SD w OBS u {-nABNORMAL(c) Ic e COMPONENTS \A } is consistent, where 
COMPONENTS is the set of constant symbols of SD representing the system 
components. 
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Reiter shows that there is a natural correspondence b tween the diagnosis of 
SDuOBS and the extensions of the default theory (see [31]) whose first-order 
part is SD u OBS and whose default rules are 
{ : -7 ABNORMAL(c)/-n ABNORMAL(c) f c ~ COMPONENTS }. 
It is easy to prove that, when SD u OBS can be expressed as a propositional for- 
mula; for example, when the system is a digital circuit, the diagnosis problem can 
be formulated as an inference problem under ECWA. Let SD u OBS be a proposi- 
tional formula. Let (P ;  Q; Z> be a partition of its letters such that P is the set of 
letters used to model the abnormalities; all the other letters belong to Z, and Q is 
empty. If A is a diagnosis for SD u OBS, then there is a (P; Z)-minimal model M 
of SD~ OBS, such that A = {I~PIM ~ I}. Moreover, if M is a (P; Z)-minimal 
model of SDwOBS, then the set {I~PIM ~ I) is a diagnosis for SDu OBS. 
On the basis of the above property, we provide an example that shows how our 
complexity results can be used to derive information about the complexity of the 
diagnosis problem. Consider a very simple digital circuit made up by only two 
kinds of components : the wire and the inverter. A way to model (unidirectionally) 
the behaviour of these components i by means of the clauses 
oninput(wirei)/x -7 ab(wirei) ~ onoutput(wirei) 
oninput(inverteri) A -7 ab(inverteri) --, ~ onoutput(inverteri) 
Now, based on the result stated in Theorem 5, it can be shown that determining 
whether a given fact is true in all the diagnoses of a system of the above form is 
co-NP-hard. 
Finally, our analysis can also be used to obtain complexity results in the context 
of default logic [31]. The basic observation is that skeptical reasoning in default 
theories (i.e., validity in all the extensions of a default theory--see [18]) can be 
reduced to ECWA, at least for those propositional default heories where defaults 
are of the form: -~a/--na. In [18] it is shown that for a superclass of this class 
(namely normal unary default theories) skeptical reasoning is polynomial if the 
first-order part of the theory is a conjunction of literals. By exploiting the results of 
this paper, it is possible to prove that the problem is co-NP-hard for a slight enhan- 
cement of the expressive power of the language, namely, if the first-order part of the 
theory is a 2-positive-Krom propositional formula. 
In concluding the paper, we would like to mention several interesting problems 
about CWR that remain open: 
i. It is still unknown whether CWA inference in unrestricted proposi- 
tional formulae is complete with respect to polynomial transformability for the 
class pNP[O(logn)]. Analogously, it is unknown whether GCWA and CCWA in 
unrestricted propositional formulae are complete for P Zpzl-°(l°gn)] (see [10] for 
a detailed discussion on both problems). Finally, there is the question if GCWA 
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inference in Dual-Horn formulae and CCWA in both Horn and Dual-Horn 
formulae, are complete for pNP[O(logn)] 
2. It is noted in [19] that computing the first-order sentence equivalent to 
the circumscription of a first-order formula F may increase the size of F exponen- 
tially. It would be interesting to determine if this happens for propositional for- 
mulae too, i.e., if the formula corresponding to the circumscription of a proposi- 
tional formula F needs to have exponential size with respect to the size of F. 
It is worth noting that this condition would imply that circumscription may be 
used to produce a compact representation of an inherently exponential-size Boolean 
function. 
3. Finally, it would be interesting to provide an abstract characterization of 
all the cases where ECWA inference can be solved in polynomial, time. 
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